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UNA Executive Committee urges Patriarch Josyf confirms designation of
step-up in membership drive
new metropolitan after first voiding it
JERSEY C.1TY. N.J. - The UNA
Supreme Executive Committee, after
issuing a strong appeal for an all-out
effort in this year's jubilee membership
drive and announcing a set of special
rewards to spur the campaign, devoted
a substantial part of its regular meeting
here S a t u r d a y . O c t o b e r 13. to the
organizing aspect of UNA's activity in
the remaining months of the year.
The meeting, chaired by Supreme
President Dr. John Flis. was attended
by all other supreme executive officers:
vice Presidents Dr. Myron Kuropas
and Mary D u s h n y c k , Director for
Canada Sen. Paul Yuzyk, Secretary
Walter Sochan. Treasurer Ulana Dia–
chuk and Organizer Wasyl Orichowsky.
Also taking part in the session were Dr.
Bohdan Futey, chairman of the Su–
preme Auditing Committee, and editoremeritus Anthony Dragan.
Apart from the membership drive in
this the Association's 85th anniversary
year, the committee-delved into other
areas of activity after hearing reports on

R O M E , ltaly. - Patriarch Josyf
Slipyj, in a letter to Msgr. Myroslav
l.ubachivsky, confirmed his designa–
tion as the new archbishop-metropo–
litan of the Philadelphia Archeparchy
after he unprecedented!)' challenged
papal authority by claiming that his
appointment by the pope was "void and
non-existent."
in his October 16 letter to Msgr.
Lubachivsky. the 87-year-old Ukraini–
an primate protested against the vati–
can's refusal to allow the hierarchs of
the " P o m i s n a " Ukrainian C a t h o l i c
Church to elect the new spiritual leader
for Ukrainian Catholics in the United
States or "at least to name a candidate."
Therefore, said Patriarch Josyf, "your
designation, in accordance with God's
and the Church's justice, is void and
non-existent."
However, citing "only the good of the
Church, ours no less than the Univer–
sal." and "the right of self-rule" of the
autonomous
Churches,
Patriarch

the organization's current status.
Finances
in line with the established tradition,
Mrs. Diachuk commenced the scries of
reports stating at the outset that as of
the end of August the UNA's assets
amounted to 543,727,036, having increased by 5611,737. Considering that
the UN A paid out a total of 5527,000 in
dividends to - certificate" holders, the
overall increase over that period of time
amounted to 51.138,737. For the same
period of time last year, the increase
amounted to 5569,865 after the pay–
ment of dividends.
income from interest on investments
netted a total of Si.789.884 which is
equal to that obtained last year over the
same period of time, though the latter
included 5190,000 from interest on the
loan to the Ukrainian National Urban
Renewal Corporation, while this year
the U N A has not yet received any
interest from U N U R C .
(Continued on page 3)

Patriarch Josyf

(Continued on patc 5)

New tasks require new efforts
Appeal of the Supreme Executive Committee of the Ukrainian National
Association.
„
Only two and a half months remain before the end of 1979, the year
in which the Ukrainian National Association, our oldest and largest
organization in the New World, marks 85 years of its existence and
continued service to its members, to the community at large and to our
enslaved yet undaunted people. The 85-year history of the UNA is a
history of continued efforts and, in many instances, salutary
achievements which were the product of the true blending of ideas,
efforts and business interests by which the UNA abides since its
founding.
This association of ideas, efforts and business interests, which is the
essence of our Soyuz, must be strengthened today more than in the
past in view of the current situation in our community in light of the
mortal threat that the Russo-Communist occupier poses to our people
in their native land. The enemy is already carrying out the death
sentence against our people, using the most sophisticated of methods
to transform it into a part of the "Soviet," though in fact, Russian
people, it is against this mortal threat that our people, inspired by
fearless leaders, are putting up an heroic struggle.
The most knowledgeable experts of Soviet politics are unanimous in
their findings that the incessant policy of Russification implemented
by the Kremlin leaders against the Ukrainian and all other non-Russian
peoples is a precursor of their ultimate objective, i.e., the conquest of
the entire world. The presence of a Soviet brigade in Cuba and the vast
propaganda onslaught of deceit against the free world in the form of
such agreements as SALT 11 under the guise of "peace" attest to that
fact.
At the same time, the free world, notably the American people, are
mobilizing their resources and marshaling their moral and spiritual
strength in the hopes of maintaining and preserving peace in the
world.
Such an all-out mobilization of spiritual as well as material resources
is essential today, more than ever, for us, Ukrainians in America and
Canada. Today, probably more than ever, it is important for us to
шяждеіХвтюяааш
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"stand up and be counted." so that we are respected not only by our
friends, but also by our enemies, the enemies of our people. Only by
such a mobilization can we justify the hopes of our brothers in Ukraine.
And there can be no better and more convincing manifestation of
our mobilization than the further growth and further development of
this our "Ukrainian fortress beyond the sea," of this our "association of
ideas, efforts and business interests," which is the Ukrainian National
Association, it is with that thought and goal in mind that the UNA
conducts its annual membership campaigns, which this year bears a
jubilee mark, since it is being conducted during UNA's 85th
anniversary year.
The goal of this year's jubilee membership campaign is 4.000 new
members. So far, less than half of that plan has been carried out.
Therefore, during the final two and a half months of the jubilee year,
through joint efforts, we must mobilize at least 2,000 more new
members for the Ukrainian National Association.
Can we attain that goal? Of course we can, if we keep in mind that
fact that each Ukrainian, regardless of where he or she was born, his
or her religious beliefs, political conviction or party affiliation, except,
of course, the Communist Party, can consider the Ukrainian National
Association as his or her own. if only we keep close to our hearts the
noble accomplishments of the UNA for the benefit of its members, our
community and our people, if each and every one of us keeps this in
mind, especially each of the supreme and branch officers and
organizers, and if each one of us remembers Franko's dictum that
each one of us is responsible for the fate millions and that each one of
us must give an account for those millions, then, we will fulfill our plan.
As an additional incentive to this organizing work, the UNA, apart
from regular rewards, has designated a set of valuable and
extraordinary awards and prizes, among them a round trip to Europe
(based on the price of round trip air fare between New York and
Rome):
1. For everyone who, by the end of this, the 85th jubilee year of the
UNA, organizes 85 or more members insured for at least a total of
585,000 of life insurance;
(Continued on pate 9)
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Amnesty international asks Moscow to release prisoners
NEW YORK. N Y . - Amnesty
international issued on October 10 the
text of an open letter to President
Leonid Brezhnev appealing for the
unconditional release of all prisoners of
conscience in the Soviet Union and Tor
an end to the abuse of psychiatry for
political purposes.
Amnesty international said it issued
its appeal at this time because the
forthcoming 62nd anniversary of the
Bolshevik Revolution next month and
the holding of the Olympic Games in
Moscow in 1980 are both opportunities
for the Soviet government to demon–
strate its commitment to human rights.
The letter points out that in direct
violation of the Helsinki Accords Soviet
authorities have arrested 19 of those
attempting to monitor the implcmenta–
tion of the accords and sentenced them
to terms of imprisonment of up' to 15
years. Five of these Helsinki monitors
have been arrested since March 1979,
among them four Ukrainians.
The letter also notes that Amnesty
international is now working on more
than 300 individual cases of prisoners of
conscience. These prisoners, believed to
be only a small; percentage of those
arrested for political or religious rea–
sons. include religious believers, advo–
cates of enhancement of the position of
minority nationalities, writers, wouldbe emigrants, conscientious objectors
and workers' rights advocates.
The letter states that conditions of
imprisonment remain severe, it cites the
example of the special-regime correc–
tive-labor colony in Mordovia. Pri–

soners at this camp are forced to work at
polishing glass without the equipment
necessary to protect their lungs from
glass dust and are kept on a diet of
measured starvation.
f
Amnesty international also appeals
for an end to the confinement and
torture of prisoners of conscience in
psychiatric hospitals. Al is aware of
more than 100 such prisoners who have
been forcibly confined to psychiatric
hospitals since 1975 because of the nonviolent exercise of their rights. The case
of Dr. Mykola Plakhtoniuk is cited
specifically. The letter also points to the
many activists, among them Ukraini–
ans. who have been arrested for speak–
ing out in defense of national rights.
Below is the full text of the letter.
Amnesty international appeals to the
government of the Soviet Union for the
unconditional release of all prisoners of
conscience and for an end to the abuse
of psychiatry for political purposes. As
the Soviet Union celebrates the anniver–
sary of the 1917 Revolution this No–
vember, and as the world's peoples look
toward Moscow in 1980, we appeal to
your government to fulfill its human
rights commitments under interna–
tional law, the Soviet constitution and
Soviet legislation.
Symbolic of the human rights viola–
tions in the USSR are the harassment,
imprisonment and ill-treatment of those
Soviet citizens who, since the Soviet
government signed the Helsinki Final
Act in August 1975, have monitored
violations of the human rights provi–

sions of this international accord. To
date, in direct violation of the agree–
ment, Soviet authorities have charged
and sentenced 19 of the Helsinki moni–
tors - belonging to different groups,
from Moscow. Armenia, Georgia,
Lithuania and Ukraine - to terms of
imprisonment of up to 15 years. Some
were charged with vague and overtly
political offences ("anti-Soviet agita–
tion and propaganda"); others were
convicted on various criminal charges
("hooliganism" and "parasitism").
None had fair trials - public access was
forbidden, free choice of defence coun–
sel was refused, therightto call defense
witnesses was denied. Amnesty lnterna–
tional does not know of a single case in
which a Soviet court has acquitted a
political or religious defendant. At
present, 10 Helsinki monitors are
serving sentences in various camps and
prisons. Another is serving a sentence of
exile. Those in camps and prisons are
subjected, like other prisoners of con–
sciece. to chronic hunger and com–
pulsory labor in severe conditions, to
inadequate medical attention, and
arbitrary deprivation of the very limited
rights to correspondence and family
visits. Since March 1979 five other
Helsinki monitors have been arrested.
All were in prison as of August 1979
and, we presume, are awaiting trial:
Oles Bcrdnyk, Petro Sichko. vasyl
Sichko. Yuriy Lytvyn and Eduard
Arutunian.
Besides the Helsinki monitors and
other human rights activists, prisoners

of conscience in the Soviet Union whose
cases are known to Amnesty lnterna–
tional include religious believers, ad–
vocates of enhancement of the position
of minority nationalities, people im–
prisoned for their writings, would-be
emigrants, conscientious objectors to
military service and workers' rights
activists. Amnesty international is
working on more than 300 individual
cases at this time, who are only some of
those we believe are imprisoned for
political or religious reasons in your
country.
The official restrictions that limit
many areas of religious life — the
printing of books, the conduct of priests
and ministers, the teaching of religipn,
freedom of association in worship; —
have led to the imprisonment of many
believers.. More than a thousand Bap–
tists are known to have been in prison in
the 1960s and 1970s. Amnesty lnterna–
tional knows of approximately 100
Protestants who are now prisoners of
conscience. Other religious believers
imprisoned in recent years for reasons
of conscience have been members of the
Lithuanian Catholic, Uniate Catholic.
Russian Orthodox, True Orthodox,
Jehovah's Witnesses, Jewish, Muslim.
Buddhist. Armenian Apostolic and
Georgian Orthodox religious groups.
A large number of Soviet prisoners of
conscience are imprisoned for advo–
cating greater autonomy, cultural inte–
grity, or in some cases, political inde–
(C'ontinucd on page 10)

Ukrainian scholars protest Russification of schools in Ukraine
CAMBR1DGE. Mass. - Members
of the Permanent Conference of Ukrai–
nian Studies (PCUS) at the Harvard
Ukrainian Research institute sent a
letter to U.N. Secretary-General Dr.
Kurt Waldheim. asking him to look into
the matter of officially-sanctioned
Russification of schools in Ukraine.
The August 10 letter was written in
response to a May 27 meeting of the
PCUS, at which the matter of what they
called "language genocide" in Ukraine
was discussed. Thirty-eight members of
the conference signed the letter which
reminded the U.N. secretary-general
that what the Soviet government is
doing is in violation of its constitution
because it guarantees each child the
opportunity to study in its native
language.
The Ukrainian scholars said that the
October 13, 1978, decree of the Soviet
Council of Ministers, instituting a
intense program of Russian language
instruction in Ukraine, would "have a
detrimental effect upon the national
identity of Ukrainian children."
The letter was written by Dr. Assya
Humesky, president, and Dr. George A.
Perfecky', chairperson of the Section on
Russification.
it was signed by:
Eleonora K. Adams, Temple Univer–
sity; Olexa Bilaniuk, Swarthmore Col–
lege; Borys Bilokur, University of
Connecticut; Yaroslav Bilynsky, Uni–
versity of Delaware; Stepan Chorney,
State University. College. Brock port.
N.Y.; Zirka Derlycia, New York Uni–
versity; ilia Demydenko, Rochester.
N.Y.; Ludmyla Demydenko. Roches–
ter, N.Y.; Kateryna Dowbenko, Univer–
sity of Pittsburgh; Eugene Fedorenko.
Rutgers University, Luba Gina, New
Haven, Conn.; George Grabowicz,
Harvard University; Lubomyr Hayda.
Harvard University; ih,or Hulawyj.
Warsaw University; John S. Kark.

Massachusetts institute of Technology;
Zenon Kohut, Harvard University;
George Kulchycky, Youngstown State
University; Zynowij Kwit, University of
Pennsylvania (graduate student); Miro–
slav Labunka. La Salic College; Eugene
Lashchyk. La Salle College; Semen
Mychajlyshyn. Baltimore, Md.; lvan
Myhul, Bishop's University, Quebec;
Larissa Onyshkevych, Rutgers Univer–
sity; Andrij Paschuk. Kew Gardens.
N.Y.; Natalia Pazuniak. University of
Pennsylvania; Lada Prokop, Warren,
Mich.; Bohdan Romanenchuk, Niagara
University; lvan L. Rudnytsky, Univer–
sity of Alberta: Leo D. Rudnytsky, La
Salle College; Dmytro Shtohryn, Uni–
versity of lllinois; Christina Slevinsky,
Stratford, Conn.; Alexksander Soko–
lyshyn. Brooklyn Public Library; Nila
Steckiw, Tonawanda. N.Y.; Frank
Sysyn, Harvard University; Marta
Tarnawsky, University of Pennsyl–
vania; Ostap Tarnawsky. Community
College of Pennsylvania;
Roman
Tratch. St. John Fisher College; Oleh
Tretiak, Drexel University; Renata
Holod-Tretiak, University of Pennsyl–
vania; lrene Twerdschlik, Rochester,
N.Y.; Petro Twerdschlik, Rochester,
N.Y.; Mykola voskobijnyk.. Central
Connecticut State College; the Rev.
Meletius
M.
Wojnar.
OSBM.
Catholic University of America; Chris–
tina Yuzych, Wayne State University;
Myroslava Znayenko. Rutgers Univer–
sily: and Wolodymyr Zyla. Texas
Technological College.
Below is the full text of the letter:
We, the members of the Permanent
Conference of Ukrainian Studies at the
Harvard University Ukrainian Research institute, assembled at our
annual meeting in Cambridge, Mas–
sachusetts. on May 27, 1979. view with
increasing.anxiety the Soviet Union's
most recent deliberate attempt at total

Russification of Ukrainians. On Oct–
ober 13. 1978. the Council of Ministers
of the USSR issued a decree which will
have a detrimental effect upon the
national identity of Ukrainian children.
According to the decree, an intensive
program of the Russian language will be
introduced beginning with the first
grade in the school system of the
Ukrainian SSR. This program, how–
ever, involves more than just the study
of language alone, it represents a total
immersion in Russian culture aimed at
complete Russification of Ukrainian
children.
in view of the fact that the Constitu–
tion of the USSR guarantees each child
the opportunity of school instruction in
its native language (Article 45), we
solemnly proclaim indignation at this
flagrant violation of the Ukrainian
child's constitutional rights. Because
the United Nations has proclaimed 1979
as the international Year of the Child,
we appeal to you most sincerely on
behalf of Ukrainian children in the
Ukrainian SSR to do everything in your

power to convince the government of
the Soviet Union to stop the implemen–
tation of its newest educational decree
which can only result in linguistic
genocide and eventually total dena–
tionalization of future generations of
Soviet Ukrainians.

Jewish committee
recalls Bandera's death
JERUSALEM, lsrael. - The Com–
mittee of Ukrainian-Jewish Cooper–
ation. a Jerusalem based body, recalled
the 20th anniversary of the assassina–
tion of Stepan Bandera, head of the
Organization of Ukrainian Nation–
alists, and voiced its sympathies to his
family and to all Ukrainians on both
sides of the iron Curtain.
The commemorative statement was
contained in a telegram which the
committee dispatched on October 12 to
the Svoboda Press.
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Statement and appeal
of the Supreme Auditing Committee of the Ukrainian National Association
A detailed report of the Supreme Auditing Committee and its recom–
The Supreme Auditing Committee, consisting of Bohdan Futey, John
Hewryk, John Teluk, Bohdan Hnatiuk and the Rev. Stephen Bilak, mendations concerning all aspects of UNA operations, the Svoboda Press,
concluded on October 12, 1979, the audit of books, assets, activities and the Ukrainian National Urban Renewal Corporation and Soyuzivka, which
operations of the Ukrainian National Association, the Svoboda Press, were the topics of a joint meeting and discussion between the Supreme
Soyuzivka and the Ukrainian National Urban Renewal Corporation and Auditing Committee and the Supreme Executive Committee, will be included
in the report after the annual audit.
states the following:
The Supreme Auditing Committee has acquainted itself with the
1. As of the end of June 1979 the assets of the Ukrainian National
Association reached the total of 543,331,520. During the first half of the year, unjustified accusations against the UNA and its Supreme Assembly which
in which a total of S526.00 in dividends was. paid out to certificate holders, appeared in several Ukrainian newspapers and after examining them states
the following:
the UNA accrued a net gain of S216,221 in assets.
1. The Ukrainian National Association and its Supreme Assembly
2. The Supreme Auditing Committee reiterates its decision reached during continuously act in accordance with the goals and tasks of the UNA, which
the previous audit that the directors of the Ukrainian National Urban were established by the founders of the UNA and included in the Constitution
Renewal Corporation should intensify their efforts to rent out space on the and By-Laws of the UNA, as well as in keeping with the decisions of the
ninth and 1 Oth floors of the new building, which were recently vacated by the conventions and annual meetings of the Supreme Assembly.
Jersey City Board of Education. 2. The Ukrainian National Association is the achievement of the entire
3. The plan of Supreme Organizer Wasyl Orichowsky, approved by the Ukrainian community in the United States and Canada, and it unites in its
Supreme Assembly, called for the organization of 5,000 new members in ranks Ukrainians regardless of their religious and political beliefs.
1979. This plan has encountered serious difficulties because of (a) the
3. The Ukrainian National Association always supported and continues to
shortage of permanent field organizers, (b) inactivity of branches, support all cultural, church, educational and youth organizations, as well as
(c) economic uncertainties, (d) unfavorable conditions in the field.
the Ukrainian central organizations, the UCCA the UCC and the WCFU.
4. The ruling organs of the UNA and its membership take an active part in
The Supreme Auditing Committee notes that as of the end of June 1979,
only a total of 1,212 new members, insured for 53,470,000, were brought into the Ukrainian community's organized life, conduct themselves and support
the UNA fold. The average amount of insurance of these new members is all other actions in defense of human and national rights of the Ukrainian
52,863. As of the end of September 1979, only 1,830 new members were people.
5. The Ukrainian National Association and its Supreme Assembly
organized. Of the existing 458 branches in the United States and Canada, a
substantial number of branches are totally inactive as far as organization is conduct an all-encompassing program of assistance to the Ukrainian people
in
their struggle for the realization of the ideals of a free, sovereign and
concerned, having thus far failed to organize a single member.
independent Ukraine.
4. The Supreme Auditing Committee reviewed the operations of the
The Supreme Auditing Committee recommends to the Supreme Executive
Svoboda Press and analyzed the possibilities of expanding the number of Committee that it initiate on the occasion of the 85th anniversary of the UNA
pages of the Svoboda daily in order to enable quick publication of current a fall organizing campaign, and calls on the entire membership of the UNA,
articles, and came to the conclusion that at the present time it is impossible to all branch secretaries, all convention delegates and all members of the
implement this convention resolution because of the rising costs of materials Supreme Assembly to join in this campaign and do their utmost to fulfill the
and postage. The implementation of this plan requires the approval to raise quota for new members set for this jubilee year.
S voboda's subscription rates and therefore the Supreme Auditing Committee
Let us remember that a Ukrainian National Association which is larger in
recommends that this matter be submitted to the Supreme Assembly for membership and strongerfinanciallywill be able to accomplish even more for
consideration.
the good of its membership, the Ukrainian community and the enslaved but
The Supreme Auditing Committee stresses the importance of revitalizing undaunted Ukrainian people.
the activity of the UNA Cultural Committee which was formed during the
Therefore, we call on all Ukrainians in the United States and Canada to
annual meeting of the Supreme Assembly, in order to improve and expand become members of the UNA, in order to proceed toward the fulfillment of
the cultural-educational work of the UNA, and specifically the work of the our great goal with increased membership and strengthenedfinancialassets.
Svoboda Press.
Supreme Auditing Committee
5. The summer season at Soyuzivka was very successful. The UNA estate
was the site of children's camps. Cultural Courses, a tennis camp, a wellattended dance workshop and many sports events, in order to serve better the
Bohdan Futey
Bohdan Hnatiuk
needs of our members, notably our youth, the Supreme Auditing Committee
John Hewryk
the Yery Rev. Stephen Bilak
recommends that a new building for youths be built at Soyuzivka.
John Teluk

X

UNA Executive...
(Continued from page 1)

As she had reported at the last
meeting, Mrs. Diachuk said that income from dues continues to fall in
comparison with last year that income
decreased in Canada by 54,768 and in
the U.S. by 534,226: She said that the
Home Office will prepare comparative
statistics on the collection of dues by
each branch for the nine-month period
and that letters will be sent to branches
which are in arrears as well as to the
suspended members, providing the
branches give the names of the members
who are delinquent in the payment of
dues.
She then reported on the sale of the
Ukrainian National Home in Ford City,
Pa., where the UNA had a mortgage
loan for many years. The local UNA
Branch and UNA'ers encountered fin–
ancial difficulties and could not maintain the home, being delinquent in
interest payments since 1976. The
efforts" of the Home Office to revitalize
the activity and to bring in new people
to put the home on its feet failed. The
building was closed since the beginning
of last year. Subsequently the property
was auctioned off and the buyer paid off
the outstanding mortgage as well as
back
interest
in the amount
of 527.538.91.
Regarding promissory notes, Mrs.
Diachuk reported that as of October І
the notes in the amount of 56.5 million
have matnraA-A хоей of 52,370.100 or

36 percent has been paid out to mem–
bers. To meet'the obligations the
UNURC had to obtain a loan from the
Commercial Trust Bank in the amount
of 51,3151000 for one year at the prime
rate. The bank actually accorded a loan
of 51.9 million under the condition that
that loan will be'paid off before the
payment of the loan to the UNA which
extended another loan to the UNURC
in the amount of 55 million, increasing
the total extended in loans to 58 million.
The UNURC covered itself the remain–
ing amount of 5555,100.
Secretary's report

During the first nine months of 1979,
branch secretaries and organizers enrolled a total of 1,830 new members 546 juveniles, 1,111 adults and 273 for
ADD certificates. During the same
period in 1978 the UNA gained 2.237
new members.
Membership losses during the ninemonth period do not differ much from
losses during the same period last year.
During the first nine months of 1979
there were 168suspended memberships,
as compared to 196 during the same
period in 1978; 683 cash surrenders as
compared to 664 last year, 1,448 paidup certificates in Classes P and E as
compared to 1,256 last year. The num–
ber of deaths during the nine month
periods in 1979 and 1978 was the same
-675.
UNA's active membership decreased
by 1.044 during thefirsteight monttis of
1979, and as of the end of August the

devote much time to working with the
UNA had 65,585 active members. Total
UNA's actuary who is preparing a
membership, that is, active memberproject for the revision of present
ship, and holders of paid-up certificates
dividends and a long-range plan for a
and certificates on extended insurance
declined by 781. As of August 31, the series of changes in the dues, with–
UNA had a total of 86,294 members. On drawal equities and dividends on all
UNA certificates.
the basis of yet uncompleted reports for
September, it can be concluded that
Organization
UNA membership during that month
decreased by 178 and that the losses in
The report of Mr. Orichowsky
active membership during the first nine covered the period from January 1 to
months of 1979 totaled 1,222.
September 30. He reported the fol–
All employees of the Recording lowing.
1. A total of 1,830 members was
Department attempted to handle all
matters dealing with branches and organized and insured for a sum of
55,133.000.
Among this total 273 were
members as quickly as possible and to
give full service to UNA members and holders of ADD certificates.
2. A meeting of UNA district com–
the 458 branch secretaries. There were
many difficulties during the report mittee chairmen was held at Soyuzivka
during
the spring
period since, in addition to the vaca–
tions of employees, there were several
3. As of May 1 Theodosy Woloshyn
prolonged sick leaves. Nevertheless, was hired as field organizer for eastern
reported Mr. Sochan, we tried to do all Canada. Since that time and up to the
possible so that service to our members end of September he has organized 39
and branch secretaries did not suffer. (including nine for ADD) members
But this was reflected in other work of insured for a total of 5159,000.
the Recording Department, including
4. As of October 1 Maria Chyehula
preparation for publication of the
was hired as district organizer for
minutes of the annual Supreme As–
Chicago.
sembly meeting and meetings of the
5. An appeal to UNA and Ukrainian
Supreme Executive. Committee. Mr. community members was prepared.
Sochan said that he expected publica–
6. A wall calendar for 1980 was
tion of the minutes - first of the prepared.
minutes of one meeting of the Supreme
7. Fall organizing meetings were
Executive Committee and then the held in the following districts: Allenminutes of the Supreme Assembly town. Scranton, New Haven, Chicago,
meeting — to begin soon in Svoboda.
Rochester, Montreal, Woonsocket,
Pittsburgh arid New York The meet–
; Mr. Sochan said that during the
period covered by his report he had to
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Philadelphia District marks UNA'S 85th
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. -some 150
UNA activists and Ukrainian com–
munity leaders attended on September
30 a special banquet dedicated to the
85th anniversary of the Ukrainian
National Association and also paid
tribute to area UNA pioneers.
The banquet, held at the Tryzub Hall,
was opened by District Committee
chairman Petro Tarnawsky and master
of ceremonies was Stefan Hawrysz, the
UNA senior field representative. The
very Rev. Protopresbyter Stephen
Bilak. Supreme Auditor, delivered the
invocation.

Advisors Anna Haras and John Odc–
zynskyj.
A separate group of UNA'ers were
cited for their 25-year service to the
UNA. Those receiving jubilee awards
were: Wasyi Wasyluk and iwan Dan–
kiwsky. Branch 375; iwan Skochylas
and Michael Nytch, Branch 397; Mi–
chael Kryka. Branch 237; John Odezy–
nyskyj, iwan Skira and Mykola Pra–
sicky. Branch 153; Demetrius Chok,
Branch 321; Petro Serba. Branch 173;
Fedir Petryk, Branch 362and Mykhailo
Kovalchuk. Branch 239.

The awards were distributed by Mr.
Tarnawsky and the members of the
Supreme Assembly.
Among the senior members of the
The keynote speaker was Dr. Flis,
UNA who received special jubilee who spoke about the role of the UNA in
plaques were Antonina Petrivska, 92, the present and the future.
whose wedding ceremony in 1906 was
Among the representatives of Ukrai–
conducted by Bishop Soter Ortynsky,
the first Ukrainian Catholic bishop in nian fraternal and civic organizations
who
were present and greeted the UNA
the United States. Mrs. Petrivska
attended the banquet with 13 out of 79 on the occasion of its anniversary were:
Dr. lvan Skalczuk, United Ukrainian
members of her family.
American Relief. Committee; Bohdan
Also presented with commemorative Kulchycky, Supreme Advisor of the
plaques were: Teodosiy Karbivnyk, Providence Association of Ukrainian
ivan and Kornelia Kozak, Petro Tyliat– Catholics; Prof. Petro Stercho, Phila–
nyk, Anna Dmytrush, Kateryna delphia UCCA branch; Mrs. Haras,
Novak and Yulia Darmopray.
Supreme Advisor and Lehigh valley
The awards were distributed by District Committee chairwoman; Halya
Supreme President Dr. John O. Flis, Petryk, Miss Soyuzivka 1980, and
Supreme Auditors the very Rev. Bilak many others.
and Dr. Bohdan Hnatiuk, and Supreme
Providing musical entertainment
Senior citizens honored

Recipients of UN A citations pose with supreme officers and guests during the jubi–
lec program. Standing, background, left to right, are: Dr. John O. Flis, Fedir Pet–
ryk, iwan Skira, Dr. Bohdan Hnatiuk, Miss Soyuzivka 1980 Halya Petryk, Wasyl
Wasyluk, iwan Skochylas, Michael Nytch,'Michael Kryka and Petro Serba.
Standing, foreground, left to right, are: Petro Tarnawsky, John Odezynskyj,
Wolodymyr Wynnycki, Mykola Praskky, Anna Haras, iwan Dankiwsky, the very
Rev. Stephen Bilak, Demetrius Chok and Stefan Hawrysz.
during the banquet was the "Solo– loshyn and Sofia Deyneka. The trio is
veyky" trio consisting of Tamara Pet– directed by Zoya Markovych.
ryshyn, Myroslava Novakivsky-vo–
(Conflmwdion page 9)

The UNA in Derry, Pa.:fraternalrsm at work

-

by Myron B. Kuropas
it was raining and it was cold when
Lesia and 1 landed at Pittsburgh, Pa.,
that Sunday afternoon.
We were met by Supreme Advisor
Andrew Jula who, apologizing for the
weather, asked if we still wanted to drive
the 60 or so miles to the UNA District
Committee meeting, it was Sunday,
October 7, and my wife and 1 were on
our way back to Chicago from Wash–
ington, D.C.. where, along with Su–
preme President Dr. John Flis, we had
had the privilege of greeting President
Carter and Pope John Paul 11 on the
South Lawn of the White House.
"The weather will keep many people
away," stated Mr. Jula. "and besides,
the Steelers are playing. We probably
won't have many people." І paused for
only a moment.
"Andy," 1 said, "i've been waiting to
come out to this part of our UNA
country for years and Гт not passing up
this opportunity. Who knows when Г1І
have a chance to be out here again."
Mr. Jula was right. There weren4
many members at our Western Penn–
sylvania District meeting that afternoon, but numbers weren't really im–
portant. What mattered was the at–
mosphere created by those who were
there, it was down home fraternalism,
and old fashioned spirit that 1 hadn't
felt at a district meeting in years.
Before the meeting began, Andrew
Krinock told me about the Ukes, a
baseball team organized by UNA
Branch 113 in 1970. Playing in the
Teener League last summer, they won
25 games to take the league championship. That afternoon that remarkable
team was the pride of the UNA.
Once the meetihg– began formally,
Mr. Jula welcomed those present and
discussed his plans for the UNA

The Derry, Pa., Ukes baseball team sponsored by UNA Branch 113.
Bowling Tournament scheduled to be
held in Derry in May of 1980. "Let's
make this one the best ever," declared
Mr. Jula. "Let's show our UNA bro–
t hers and sisters what Western Pennsyl–
vania Ukrainian hospitality and fra–
ternalism is all about." Right then and
there 1 promised myself Fd be there,
with my two sons, to participate in the
father and son competition.
My remarks were brief. І explained
the efforts of the UNA Supreme As–
sembly to reverse our 10-year decline in
membership and to recapture our
forniev iiitibti^
! ,
When Mr. jufa turned the meeting
over to the membership, John Yarchik,

Branch 113 secretary, stood up and, to
Mr. Jula's and my delight, presented us
with three new Si0,000 policies.

mated bowling alleys on the lower level.
Small wonder that Deny bowlers have
done so well in past UNA tournaments.

When the meeting ended, we all sat
down to dinner — holubtsi, kobasa and
all the trimmings — compliments of the
UNA Branch.

As Mr. Jula drove us back to the
airport later that evening we talked
about mutual friends — Ted and Anna
Maksymovich, Dr. Peter Stercho who,
І discovered had once taught in the
Deny area - and matters related to the
future of the UNA.
Things really
haven't changed much for our organi–
zation in this part of America, І
thought. The members still feel close to
the organization, taking pride in its
accomplishments and demonstrating
concern for our future.

"We do this every month," explained
Branch president Nicholas Seroki. "it
keeps our members coming to our UNA
home." And what a magnificent UNA
home it is. After dinner Lesia and 1 took
a tour visiting the kitchen - уУпеге we
thanke^'the? cbtiti -'ttife" cocktail
lounge and the four completely auto-
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Fritz appointed Jersey City chief of police
by lhor Dlaboha

Jersey City Chief of Police John Fritz (in uniform) takes the oath of office as his
wife, Antoinette, and son. John Jay, hold the Bible. Looking on are, Mayor
Thomas F.X. Smith (center) and Director of Police Michael T. Borseso (right).

Patriarch Josyf confirms...
(Continued from page 1)

Josyf. at the conclusion of his letter,
told Msgr. Lubachivsky that he "vali–
dates, recognizes and confirms" him to
be the new archbishop-metropolitan.
Quoting canon law 326, paragraph 1,
No. 2, Patriarch Josyf said that he
would personally conduct the consecra–
tion at the St. Sophia. Cathedral in

Rome or at another church in the city.
Patriarch Josyf said that because of his
age and health he cannot travel to
Philadelphia for the ceremony.
Below is the full translated text of
Patriarch Josyfs letter to Msgr. Luba–
chivsky, as it was transmitted via
telephone to the Svoboda Press by the
Rev. Dr. ivan Dacko from Rome.

The Ecumenical Council has called me, as primate of our Church, the father and
the head of the Ukrainian Catholic Church. І should be happy, therefore, that
finally a candidate has been designated as the metropolitan of the widowed
Philadelphia Archeparchy. Regrettably, the manner in which it happened compels
me. as head of our Church, to protest most solemnly against the ignoring of the
rights of our Church's hierarchs, which right was again validated by the vatican
Council 11. instead of giving an opportunity to the episcopate of our Church, in
accordance with the apostolic usage of the Christian East, to elect a bishop for
Philadelphia or at least to name a candidate, foreigners were allowed to decide
the matter so important to us.
Your designation, therefore, in accordance with God's and the Church's justice,
is void and non-existent. You acted properly in asking me as head of your Church
to give my approval to you as bishop of the Ukrainian Catholic Church. І have no
reservations against your person. Your roots in the shining heritage of the Lviv
Archeparchy allow me to hope that you will defend therightsand the "pomisnist"
(autonomy) of our Church in the entire world against hostile opponents, some of
whom, regrettably, are in the Roman Curia. This is the duty of every member of
our glorious Church, particularly its bishops, and the neglect of such a legacy
constitutes the crime of treason against their glorious ancestors.
His Holiness the Pope recently promised, orally and in writing, that the See of
Rome will publicly recognize the right of the Ukrainian Catholic Church, which
was once again confirmed by the Ecumenical Council, to autonomous ("pomisne")
rule throughout the world. All our faithful, clergy, monastic orders and bishops
hope with impatience and uneasiness that His Holiness the Bishop of Rome will
fulfill his promise as quickly as possible. Your episcopal oath will also include
loyalty to your own Church and the duty to join other bishops in their struggle to
win public recognition of the global autonomy ("pomisnist") by the Holy Father.
Therefore, having in mind only the good of the Church, ours no less than the
Universal, on the basis of the right to self-rule of autonomous ("pomisni")
Churches that was established by the Ecumenical Councils in the first centuries of
Christianity and that was recently confirmed by the Ecumenical Council vatican 11,
І hereby validate, recognize and confirm you. Protopresbyter Myroslav ivan
Lubachivsky. as the archbishop-metropolitan of Philadelphia. Proceeding in
accordance with the instruction of canon law 326. paragraph 1. No. 2.1 myself
will consecrate you at the patriarchal cathedral of St. Sophia in Rome, or at
another local church, in view of my age and my state of health 1 will not be able to
travel to Philadelphia. Besides, the faithful of the God-saved Archeparchy of
Philadelphia and The Metropolitan Sec in the United States of America will have an
opportunity of greet you as their archpastor during your installation on the
episcopal throne. After your consecration ! will write a letter to your faithful.
in Christ Josyf
,, .
Patriarch and Cardinal

JERSEY C1TY, N.J. - John Fritz, a
local Ukrainian American police offi–
cer, was sworn in on October 12 as the
new chief of police in Jersey City.
The morning ceremony at the Hudson County Administrative Building at
Five Corners was attended by Mayor
Thomas F.X. Smithy City Council
President Paul Cup'rowski, Police
Director Michael Borseso and other
local officials. Sixty young men and
women were also sworn-in as police
officers during the ceremony.
in administering the oath of office to
the new highest ranking uniformed
police officer in Jersey City, Mayor
Smith praised Chief Fritz for his outstanding qualities as a leader, a policeman and a human being. Mayor Smith
said that the people of Jersey City are
struggling to make a decent living for
themselves and that the new chief of
police will make their lives safer.
Saying that he would refrain from
mentioning ethnic descent. Mayor
Smith noted that Chief Fritz comes
from a "struggling and hard-working
stock."
Taking advantage of the mayor's
reference to ethnicity,. Chief Fritz
briefly talked about his father's birth in
Ukraine, immigration to Shenandoah,
Pa., and final settlement in Jersey City,
and concluded by saying: "Before you
stands the son of a blacksmith. A proud
man."
in his address to the rookies. Chief
Fritz told them that the role of the
police officer has changed since the days
of the cowboy sheriff. He said that the
multiplicity of taws and the diversifica–
tion of police work makes it necessary
for today's police officer to be "multitalented."
He said that the new police officers
should "fight crime which is every–
where." Chief Fritz said that the Police
Department "must stop crime and we
are doing it."
Also speaking were. Council Presi–
dent. Cuprowski, councilmen Tom
McGovern and Louis Caccaro, As–
semblyman Robert Janiszewski, Mr.
Borseso and Capt. Raymond v.
Blaszczak.
Assemblyman Janiszewski presented
Chief Fritz with the Gen. Pu!aski
outstanding citizen award.
Chief Fritz was appointed a patrolmen in October 1951. in January 1959
he was promoted tosergeant. Hesteadi–
ly rose in rank over the next 20 years lieutenant (April 1961), captain (Sep–
tember 1965), inspector (April 1967).
(Continued on page 12)

UCCA starts drive
for national fund
NEW YORK, N.Y. (UCCA Special).
- The UCCA executive board is now in
the process of launching its annual
fund-raising campaign for the Ukraini–
an National Fund. Some 18,000 indivi–
dual appeals are being sent throughout
the country.
in the appeal the executive board
states that the Ukrainian National Fund
was established in 1949, nine years
after the founding of the UCCA.
For 30 years, the statement says, the
Ukrainian community supported the
UCCA with its contributions, the sole
source of its revenue.
in stressing the latest achievements
within the Ukrainian American com–
munity, the UCCA communique states
that this year the complete consolida–
tion of all Ukrainian organizations in
the United States was achieved. At the
last session of the UCCA National
Council, held September 15, it was
reported that two Ukrainian national
organizations were accepted into the
UCCA fold.
The statement further noted that the
UCCA now is the overall representative
center of Ukrainians in the United
States, a symbol of unity for Ukrainians
in other countries of the free world, and
a beacon of hope for the Ukrainian
people in Ukraine.
According to the UCCA executive
board, the UCCA encompasses now
over 1,000 Ukrainian organizations,
among them fraternal, women's, youth,
scholarly, cultural, veterans, political,
social and sports associations.
in appealing for contributions to the
Ukrainian National Fund, the UCCA
states that "the success in attaining our
outlined objectives in great measure will
depend on you, contributors to the
Ukrainian National Fund. When, in
addition to your moral support and
sympathy for the UCCA and its activi–
ties, you will also contribute what you
can afford to the Ukrainian National
Fund, we assure you we will be much
closer to attaining our objectives."
in conclusion, the UCCA expresses
thanks for previous contributions and
voices the hope that "your contribution
to this 1979 fund-raising drive for the
UN Fund will be as generous as in the
past."
The"minimum annualcontributionto
the Ukrainian National Fund is S25. in
1978 the total contributed to the fund
was over S162,000, the highest sum ever
collected since the fund was"insljtuted in
1949.

Schreyer reaffirms importance of
multiculturalism in Canadian society
OTTAWA, Ont. - The Canadian
governor general, in his address at the
opening session of the 31st Parliament
on October 9, reaffirmed the import–
anceof multiculturalism in the Cana–
dian society and pledged support for its
development.
Edward Schreyer, the representative
of Queen Elizabeth ІІ in Canada, said in
the speech from the throne that the
Canadian government "views the diver–
sity of Canada as a great national asset."
"Confident local identities are
emerging — rooted in language,
custom and community - and yielding
a cultural vitality unique among na–
tions," said Mr. Schreyer.

The governor general said that the
government believes that "the way to
build a whole nation is to respect our
individual parts."
The Canadian government, said Mr.
Schreyer, "is determined to encourage,
not limit, the development and expres–
sion" of Canadian cultural diversity.
"That encouragement will be the
beginning principle of the proposals by
my ministers for consideration by the
parliamentary committee reviewing
cultural policies." said Mr. Schreyer. "it
will be the purpose for an amendment to
the immigration Act to embed in its
preamble the multicultural fact of
Canada."
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Ukrainjon Weerly
Al's bold move
The appeal of Amnesty international to the Soviet government for an
unconditional release of all prisoners of conscience must certainly be
construed as one of the strongest moves, worthy of an organization that was
awarded the Nobel Peace Prize two years ago.
The letter, sent to Brezhnev earlier this month, provides ample evidence of
flagrant violations by the Soviet authorities of the Helsinki Accords, the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights and their own constitution to
substantiate the demand that the prisoners of conscience be released.
Al's letter is important in that it enumerates various categories of political
prisoners in the USSR, including those who have been incarcerated for their
defense of national rights, in that category, says Al, Ukrainians have been
tried "most frequently."
To be sure, this confirms what we have known all along, namely that the
Ukrainian dissidents have given priority to national rights and have made
freedom and independence of Ukraine an imperative sine qua non. That fact,
however, has not been receiving the recognition it deserves in the world that
surrounds us. in this respect Amnesty international deserves commendation
for being meticuluous, as well as emphatic, in its differentiation which by
inference describes and distinguishes the various rights movements in the
USSR.
А і states that it does not intend to stop with the letter in its campaign for the
release of political prisoners in the USSR, it intends to pursue it on the
international level and we know from its past record that it will.-in this action
we feel Amnesty international deserves the support of our community as well
as all other concerned people in the free world.

A gift for the jubilarian
The Supreme Executive Committee of the Ukrainian National Associa–
tion,at its latest meeting and in a special appeal, has called for a step-up in the
membership campaign in what is the Association's 85th anniversary year.
Specifically, some 2.000 new members are needed for the fulfillment of the
plan set at the outset of the year.
in addition to instituting a set of new rewards in addition to the already
existing ones, the Executive Committee has appealed to all officers,
organizers and convention delegates to intensify their efforts in the remaining
months of the year and thus help maintain the posture of the UNA, befitting
the oldest and the largest Ukrainian organization in the free world.
To be sure, time is short and the task is formidable, but considering UN A's
record of service and the ability of its rank and file toriseto the occasion, it is
not unattainable. As in all other drives, it is a matter of pride and
determination, and these qualities permeate the history of the UNA, forming,
as they do, the essence of fratemalism.
it is not fratemalism. however, when some branches stand idly by while the
campaign train moves along. Dormancy on the part of some negates the
efforts of others, it was Father Hrushka, the first editor of Svoboda, who
aptly defined fratemalism by citing an old Ukrainian adage that one man
canot move a rock, but when all put their shoulders to it, they will move it.
Transposed into the present time, let's see all 450 UNA branches put their
shoulders to the task and start the ball rolling, in its jubilee year our
organization deserves no less.

News quiz
The quiz covers the previous two issues of The Ukrainian Weekly. Answers
will appear with the next quiz.
1. When did Pope John Paul 11 visit the Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral of
the immaculate Conception?
2. Who, in an unscheduled address, raised the issue of national rights
violations in the USSR at the international Sakharov Hearings?
, 3. Who is the new UNA district organizer for Chicago?
4. Who recited the Ukrainian prayer during the Papal Mass at Yankee
і Stadium?
5.- What was the amount allocated by the UNA for the 1979-80scholarship
awards?
6. How many members and branches and what is the total amount of
1
assets that the four Ukrainian fraternals have combined (as of 1978 statistics)?
7. Who is Mykola Hryckowian?
8. Which Ukrainian high school is marking its 20th anniversary this year?
9. Who is the Ukrainian who recently retired as the Federal Communica–
tions Commission engineer in charge of New York?
10. Who was recently appointed to served on the 15th Congressional
District's Ethnic Advisory Council?
Ansn-rn w previous иш: Hull a Prink, at the Benjamin Franklin Hotel'm Philadelphia. Pa.;
depttti undersecretary of defense far auernaiional programs and techHotngy in die Ікучіггтсш
ol Defense: 5 million: the Уси Jrrsex Committee for the Defense of ialentyn Мопс
Msar.
Shroiluv hihaclm^kx
47 prttmineni t S writers, publishers and editors: two-term prevalent
ol the WorldCongress
of free L kreimam. Rcnata Ual'ak: Dr. Roman Я
Oresltkrvkh.

About whole life insurance
Last week we discussed term insur–
ance. in a nutshell, the advantage of
term insurance is that you receive the
most amount of coverage for the least
amount of premium. Term insurance
has its disadvantages also; its duration
is limited to five or 10 years, at the end
of which, if the insured is still alive, he
"gets nothing. There is no accural of cash
surrender value.
Now let us turn our attention to
whole life insurance, which is sometimes referred to as straight life insur–
ance, and as ordinary life insurance.
Whole life insurance certificates
provide lifetime protection, and pre–
miums are payable throughout the
insured's lifetime. The face amount of
the certificate is paid to the beneficiary
upon death of the insured. The UNA
has this type of insurance in its portfo–
lio. it is called Class-W. it is issued to
members from age 16 to 65.
The annual premium for this type of
insurance is approximately three times
as much as the premium for an equal
amount of term life insurance. The
reason for this difference is that whole
life insurance has inherent in it certain
additional features, the most important
of which is that it builds up cash
surrender or loan value.
Let us turn to actual figures. At age
30. for 510,000 of whole life coverage,
the figures would be as follows:
Annual premium
1st annual dividend
(increases annually)
Net annual cost of coverage

5190.80
50.00
5140.80

The cash surrender of loan value of cer–
tificate:
At the end of the 10th year
At the end of the 20th year

51.120
2,830

Now you can see the advantage of
whole life insurance. At the end of 20

years, the insured has a cash surrender
value of 52,830 and he has paid in only
52,595. The insured could received all of
his money back at this point, in addition
to having protected his family to the
extent of Si0,000 for 20 years.
The Ukrainian National Association
has in its history paid the full amount of
the certificate to the beneficiary after
receipt of one quarter-annual premium.
This is "insurance" in its truest form.
Another desirable feature of whole
life insurance is the reduced paid-up
insurance provision in the UNA Class–
W Certificate. This provision enables a
member who is forced by circumstances
to prematurely cease making premium
payments, to use the cash value accu–
mulated on his certificate to purchase a
paid-up certificate -for a reduced
amount of insurance. Under the above
set of facts if the member had to cease
making premium payments at the end
of his 20th year, he could purchase with
the cash surrender value of 52,830 a
Paid-Up Whole Life insurance. Certifi–
cate in the amount of 55,500 which
would be paid upon the member's death
to his beneficiary without having to
make any additional premium pay–
ments thereafter.
The UNA extends another option
which the member could exercise in the
event he is compelled by circumstances
to cease making premium payments.
This benefit is called extended insur–
ance. it means simply this: after making
premium payments for 20 years, a
member could say to the UNA, "Gent–
lemen, 1 wish to convert my cash
surrender value of 52.830 into extended
insurance." The UNA would then
continue coverage of the member for
the full amount of the certificate,
510,000 for 18 years and 205 days from
the date.
Both features are valuable. Which
option should be exercised in event of
(Continued on pate 12)

Letter to the editor

Disagrees with Juzeniw
Dear Editor:
Having read one of your recent art–
icles, "What Price Success," 1 felt
compelled to respond to the article and
state the facts as 1 know them personally.
First of all, the question about there
being a problem with the Ukrainian
youth - there is no question about it.
we definitely have a problem and 1 will
be the first to admit it. However,
Roman Juzeniw's statements about the
youth not knowing more than 15 Ukrai–
nian songs or about the Ukrainian
dissidents are utterly false, it is today's
youth that is fascinated by valcntyn
Moroz and all he stands for.
A typical 16-year-old Ukrainian
which Mr. Juzeniw states has not been
in a museum since sixth grade is in fact a
boy or girl who belongs to either Plast,
SUM-A or ODU M. goes to a Ukrainian
Catholic high school where the Ukrai–
nian language is an absolute necessity to
graduate, and also attends "Ridna
Shkola" on Saturdays, in addition to
this there are those who play the
bandura. belong to a Ukrainian choir,
take Ukrainian dancing lessons, piano
lessons and whatnot. Today's parents
have not forgotten to instill the need for
our identity - in fact we get more than
our share of it.
Today's youth is growing up within
an American society, and obviously
there are more pressures on us than our

American friends. So at times it is not
very unusual if we rebel and turn against
our Ukrainian heritage. But this does
not mean that we have forgotten who
we are, and does not apply only to
Ukrainian youth, it could be any
nationality - Polish, French, etc. - at
times we all rebel.
Why should we. the Ukrainian youth,
be singled out and written about so
insultingly? For yes. you do insult
those of us who know and care about
our heritage."
We have to solve this problem of
being "spiritless" and not turn away
from it. But in order for us to solve it we
have to confront it and then proceed to
eliminate the problem. A negative
attitude and fault finding such as the
article presents only turn away the
readers, young or old. The article puts
an average reader on the defensive
immediately, whereas it might have
achieved a different, positive reaction
by another approach.
in case you are wondering. І am a 16year-old Ukrainian whose, according to
Mr. Juzeniw. main topic of conversa–
tion consists of what Chrissy said and
did on "Three's Company " last week.
Believe me. if this was true 1 would not
waste my time writing this letter which
may not even be printed.
Ksenia Rychtycky
Detroit. Mich.
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The late John Diefenbaker
by Sen. Paul Yuiyk
:

(2)

Mr. Diefenbaker's lifelong struggle to
guarantee equality to every Canadian,
whatever his race, color, origin, sex or
religion and to outlaw discrimination
culminated in the passage of the Cana–
dian Bill of Rights in i960, a statute for
the recognition and protection of hu–
man rights and fundamental freedoms.
These are spelled out in clear, precise
terms:
M
l. it is hereby recognized and de–
clared in Canada there have existed and
shall continue to exist without discri–
mination by reason of race, national
origin, color, religion or sex, the fol–
lowing human rights and fundamental
freedoms, namely, (a) the right of the
individual to life, liberty security of
person and enjoyment of property, and
the right not to be deprived thereof
except by due process of law; (b) the
right of the individual to equality before
the law and the protection of the law;
(c) freedom of religion; (d) freedom of
speech; (e) freedom of assembly and
association; and ( 0 freedom of the
press."
Appended to this historical docu–
ment is a declaration which the "Father
of the Canadian Bill of Rights" recited
on July 1, i960,. Canada's birthday,
which conveys the very essence of the
act:
"1 am a Canadian, a free Canadian,
free to speak without fear, free to
worship God in my own way, free to
stand for what 1 think right, free to
oppose what 1 believe wrong, free to
choose those who shall govern my
country. This heritage of freedom І
pledge to uphold for myself and all
mankind."
The purpose of the Bill of Rights is
primarily not protection of Canadians
from one another but rather protection
of Canadians from the abuses of power
by the federal state and government and
hence provides the maximum protec–
tion of individual rights and freedoms.
At first, judges treated it as a declara–
tion lofty in principle but inconsequen–
tial in practice. However, the Supreme
Court judgment in 1969 in the case of
Joseph DrybOnes, an indian who had
previously been convicted for intoxi–
cation off a reserve according to the
indian Act, marked a historic decision
to invoke the Bill of Rights, thus mak–
inglndians equal before the Canadian
law. The editorial of The Montreal Star
(November 29, 1969) assessed the case
thus:
"Potentially Drybones' flask has been
the kind of ringing, significance for
Canada that Gideon's trumpet had in
the United States. Gideon was the
dramatic first step by the Supreme
Court in Washington toward require–
ment of counsel for all indigents ac–
cused in criminal cases.
"The Drybones case might be more
momentous still...From the viewpoint
of legal theory, the Drybones judgment
does not change the law; it merely
establishes what the law has always
been since 1960, when Mr. Diefenbaker
delivered his 'bill of rights for all
Canadians.' it sows seeds of social
reform through judicial activism, a
rarity in Canadian legal history."
in his capacity as prime minister, Mr.
Diefenbaker's paramount goal and
concern was to convene a National
Federal-Provincial Conference to study
ways and means of patriating the
Constitution, securing adequate repre–
sentation in the. public service, crown
corporations and government agencies,
choice of flag' and national symbols.
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Sakharov Hearings scored for
refusing to consjder р Ш І r i g h t s
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recommending the correction of injus–
tices and examining the role of both
cultures as well as that of Canadians of
other origins at the highest possible
levels. This was outlined in the House of
Commons Hansard of February 4,
1963, (incidentally the day 1 was sworn
into the Senate) which concluded with
the statement:
'
"1 see the Canada of tomorrow
stronger, more united in her diversity,
drawing her strength from the. part–
nership of the two great original cul–
tures and enriched by the infusion of
many others races and colors. Such a
Canada is destined to play an ever
greater and beneficent гой in the world
as an example of cultures and peoples
abiding together in unity."
The day that Mr. Diefenbaker an–
nounced the Federal-Provincial , Con–
ference the government fell and he was
not returned to power. The succeeding
Liberal government of Lester B. Pearson instead set up the Royal. Commis–
sion on Bilingualism and Biculturalism
and later under Prime Minister Pierre
Е. Trudeau called Federal-Provincial
Conferences on the. Constitution, as
proposed originally by .Mr. Diefen–
baker.
This great Canadian was much more
than a statesman, who usually is on a
pedestal and remote from the people.
Mr. Diefenbaker was the great populist
of Canadian politics who gave the
personal touch to his ideas, bringing
them to the lives and homes of the
individuals. His unswerving faith in
Canada her democratic institutions,
her system of law and his dedicated
commitment to social justice and hu–
man dignity touched his "fellow. Cana–
dians" profoundly, leaving behind a
great spiritual legacy, which will be
perpetuated much in legendary form.
This eulogy would be incomplete if
mention was not made of Mr. Diefen–
baker's impact on Canadians of UErai–
nian descent. The legend of this re–
markable man will probably live longest
among them. Through his efforts in
Parliament and government this prime
minister raised them and other ethnic
groups to the status of first-class citi–
zens. in one generation the Ukrainian
Canadians have become an indispen–
sable factor in most fields of govern–
ment activity, including many decisionmaking bodies, and in the social and
economic institutions of, the land.–
Thanks to Mr. Diefenbaker's initiatives
the Ukrainians are now an integral part
and parcel of Canada and the colorful
Canadian mosaic.

lmlj

in addition, in accordance with separate a national republic from the
Article 23 of the above law, the enter- USSR is envisaged.
prises and institutions situated in the
Article 77 of the Soviet Constitution
territories of the national republics, makes it incumbent on every union
within the jurisdiction of the following republic to implement the decisions of
committees, are directly subordinated all-union authorities, and Article 140
to the Moscow all-union state commit– makes it incumbent upon the "govern–
tecs: science and technology, inven– ments" of the national republics to see
tions, standards, foreign economic to it that Moscow's orders arc being
relations, hydromcteorlogy. material implemented in their republics.
reserves.
Article 73 of the Soviet Constitution
in accordance with Article 26 of the makes it the prerogative of the ail-union
same law, the enterprises and institu– authorities to establish general princt–
tions situated in the territories of the ples of activity of the organs of power of
national republics, and managed by the the national republics, ensuring uni–
Moscow committees through the legis– formity of legislation in the entire
latively subordinated republican com– Soviet; Union, the problems of peace
mittees, arc subordinated to the Mos– and war, the management of the army,
cow union-republican state committees. the establishment of rules for relations
These committees are as follows: state between the national republics and
planning, construction, material and foreign states. This and other articles
technical supply, labor and social list so many prerogatives of the allproblems, prices, professional and union authorities that the "govern–
technical education, television and ments" of the national republics are
radio broadcasting, cinematography, deprived by law of any trace of govern–
publishing, printing and book trade, mental authority.
forestry, state security (KGB), indus–
The hearings on Jegal problems
trial and technical supplies for agricul– should make it clear to the world
ture..
community that the Soviet internal
After this, what remains for the legislation contradicts sharply the
management by the "governments" of international agreements ratified by the
the national republics? And this kind of Soviet government, and should demand
legislation exists in the USSR contrary that the Soviet government bring its
to international treaties signed by its internal laws and practices with respect
own representatives. This is a gross to the national question into conformity
violation of legal norms, a legislative with its international obligations. How–
sanctioning of the pillage of the national ever, the international Sakharov Hear–
republics. The international Sakharov ings do not find it necessary to consider
Hearings, however, do not wish to this problem. . . ,.,–
і і,-,
consider this question.
4. The Soviet government conducts a
policy
of
Russification
in
all
the na–
3. in 1977, in spite of the interna–
tional obligation to encourage self- tional republics, making every effort to
determination of the peoples (interna– eradicate the national identity of the
tional Pact on Economic, Social and non-Russian peoples. A planned fusion
Cultural Rights, Art. 1, p. 1 and p. 3), a of nations is being implemented. Under
new constitution was adopted in the various pretexts and in various ways,
USSR, legalizing the enslavement of the the central authorities enforce internal
migration of peoples. The Russian
national republics.
Article 6 of the new Soviet Constitu– ' language is the official state language in
tion makes the Communist Party re– all the national republics except Geor–
sponsible for determining the internal gia, Armenia and Azerbaidzhan.
and foreign policy of the Soviet Union Teaching in Russian is permitted and
(all republics). This is, however, a encouraged throughout the entire terri–
Russian party; earlier it used to be tory of the Soviet Union, while teaching
known as the Russian Social-Demc– in the languages of other nations of the
cratic Workers' Party (of the Bolshe– USSR is permitted only in the territory
viks). its renaming did not change of the respective republics, regions or
anything. The CPSU is that very same districts (in violation of Article ІЗ, p. 3
Russian party, with its supreme organs and p. 4 of the international Pact on
in Moscow. The branches of this party Economic, Social and Cultural Rights).
Despite the fact that Article 36 of the
in the national republics, just as the
"governments" of these republics, do Soviet Constitution forbids any prca–
ching
of national exclusivity, the Soviet
not have any influence not only on
Not only the Ukrainians in Canada, general state matters, but also on the government carries on a shameless
but the many millions throughout the management of the overwhelming ma– propaganda of the superiority of the
world, will fondly and gratefully re- jority of even small plants and factories Russian nation, of the Russian lan–
member Mr. Diefenbaker for his dedi– situated in the territories of these guage, the Russian character, the R-.:-:sian culture; it glorifies the conquests m
cated espousal of the cause of freedom. republics.
Article 72 of the constitution guaran– the non-Russian territories by tsaru,i
He championed not only the freedom of
the individual but also the freedom of tees for each republic the right of armies, tries to prove that the Russia"',
all peoples. His courageous stand in the secession from the USSR, but is in fact have priority in all the fields of science,
United Nations in i960 in the presence reduced to zero by Article 73, p. 2, etc. Russia is called "great" even in the
of Soviet leader Nikita Khrushchev which makes the modification of the state anthem of the Soviet Union.
Such actions of the Soviet goverr,–
when he denounced Russian imperial- borders of the USSR the prerogative of
ism and challenged the Soviet Union to the all-union authorities, while the ment are a gross violation of the inter
grant the right of self-determination to Soviet criminal law calls for the death national obligations accepted by thi'
the Ukrainians and the Baltic nations penalty for any activity designed to very same government. For instance,
will never be forgotten by them. Hecon– . separate a national republic from the the international Pact on Economic.
tinued speaking out for the cause of USSR. Consequently, according to Social and Cultural Rights, ratified by
Ukrainian freedom and independence Soviet law, it is only the highest Mos– the USSR in 1976. requires from each
to the last days of his life, thus living in cow authorities which have the right to signatory that it guarantee the absence
their memories as an immortal symbol separate a national republic from the of discrimination because of national
and legend.
USSR, but in no case the people or the origin in the field of education, culture,
May our fond memories of John government of that particular republic. utilization of economic resources, etc,
Diefenbaker be committed to our hearts No procedure for a national republic (Art. 2, p. 2).
The impudent propaganda of the
and be a guiding light and inspiration to leaving the Soviet Union at the wish of
all those who wish faithfully to serve , its people or government is envisaged by superiority of І he Russian nation, the
contamination
of children wifh-jhe
ч Soviet law. On the other hand, criminal
God, country and fellow man.
: punishment for any activity designed to
fc,,v,i я.; ь.и. - (ТІИ,-„ЙІГ"^"'''
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Women's movement - news and issues in summary
by Dora Rak
1980 conference

The approach of the mid-term wo–
men's conference scheduled for 1980 in
Copenhagen, Denmark, is evidenced by
a number of preparatory conferences
and seminars.
The purpose of the second Women's
World Conference is to review the
implementation of the World Plan of
Action, adopted in 1975 in Mexico City,
as well as to evaluate at the midpoint of
the United Nations Decade for Women
(1976-1985) the progress achieved and
the obstacles encountered. Based on
this analysis the conference shall adopt
a revised plan of action for the second
half of the decade, 1981-1985, concen–
trating on the subtheme, "Health,
Education and Employment."
Lucille Mathurin-Mair of Jamaica,
who represented her country at the
United Nations in various positions
since 1973, was appointed secretary
general of the 1980 World Conference
of the United Nations Decade for
Women. She will be assisted by the
Secretariat of the conference located in
New York and by the members of the
Branch for the Advancement of Wo–
men, which is part of the Centre for
Social Development and Humanitarian
Affairs, headed by Helvi Sepila. lnci–
dentally, the center, including the
branch, moved in August to vienna, as
its permanent location.
The conference in Copenhagen will
be held from July 4 to 30, 1980, at the
modern congress center, known as Bella
Centre. Some 300 persons will be
employed by the United Nations to
service the conference. Concurrently a
forum will be convened by the Confer–
ence of Non-Governmental Organi–
zations (NGOs), and meetings will be
arranged "by interested groups on
specific aspects of women's situation,"
according to Newsletter No. 10 of the
international Women's Tribune Center
in New York. This, of course, opens
certain possibilities for Ukrainian
participation of Copenhagen, for which
the preparations are underway in the
Federation of Ukrainian Women's
Organizations (SFUZhO).
Preparatory committee
A Preparatory Committee of the
Conference 1980 was established by the
U.N. Economic and Social Council
(resolution of May 12, 1977) to make

recommendations concerning the sub–
stantive and organizational arrange–
ments of the conference. This commit–
tee, composed of 23 members repre–
senting various governments, held its
first session in vienna, Austria, on June
19-30, 1978. and concluded with a
recommendation that "Employment,
Health and Education" shall be the subtheme of the conference.
Also a provisional agenda for the
world conference was proposed, which
in turn was debated and amended at the
second session of the Preparatory
Committee held in New York from
August 28 to September 9.
The provisional agenda for the con–
ference to be held July 14-30, 1980.
includes — in addition to the usual
parliamentary formalities — three
major items: 1. Effects of apartheid
(racial discrimination) on women in
southern Africa: 2. review and evalua–
tion of progress made and obstacles
encountered in attaining the objectives
of the World Plan of Action; 3. program of action for the second half of the
U.N. Decade for Women, designed to
implement the World Plan of Action.
Two draft programs were the subject
of the two weeks of deliberations. One
deals with the measures to assist African
women victims of apartheid in South
Africa and Namibia. The draft program
of action for the second half of the
decade established national, regional
and international "targets and strate–
gies" in the sub-theme areas of employ–
ment, education and health.
Under consideration also were the
provisional rules of procedure for the
conference. The set of some 60 rules
contains provisions concerning the
organization of the conference and its
Secretariat, composition of delegations,
status of NGOs and observers, etc. The
Preparatory Committee approved some
rules and recommended amendments to
others.
Since the committee did not complete
its task, the third preparatory session
was recommended, if authorized by the
34th General Assembly, the third ses–
sion of the Preparatory Committee
could be called in April 1980, following
the 28th session of the Commission on
the Status of Women, which is sche–
duled to meet February 25 to March 5,
1980, to continue work on both programs of the conference and for the
review of the input presented by the five
regional economic commissions: Eu–
rope, western Asia, Asia and Pacific.
Latin America, and Africa.

At the secretary's reception at the conclusion of the daylong conference in
Washington, D.C., Koryne Horbal, U.S. representative to the Commission on the
Status of Women, met with some Ukrainian women. From the left are Stephanie
Buksbowany, Daria Stepaniak. Koryne Horbal and Lydia Diachenko.

Esther Hymer (left), chairperson of the NGO Committee on the U.N. Decade for
Women, with Helen Prociuk, representing the World Movement of Mothers,
during the second NGO seminar in New York.
The Regional Economic Commission
for Europe held a seminar in Paris on
July 9-12. where SFUZhO had an
observer from the member-organiza–
tion. This Ukrainian organization is
also interested in the plans of the
Economic Commission for Latin Ame–
rica and is exploring the possibilities of
having a Ukrainian observer at the
seminar to be held November 10-16, in
Caracus, venezuela, from one of its
member-organizations in South Ame–
rica.

The role of non-governmental orga–
nizations is quite important due to their
consultative status in the U.N. system.
They may be consulted by the Econo–
mic and Social Council on matters in
their competence, can present their
views and recommendations, and their
representatives may sit as observers at
public meetings of the council and its
bodies. They also submit written state–
ments relevant to the work of the
council and its bodies for circulation as
United Nations documents.

NGO seminar

There are several hundred NGOs
divided into three categories depending
on their competence and contributions.
So the NGOs, acting as a sort of
pressure group, are supplementing the
work of the official bodies in promoting
women's development.

Concurrently with the session of the
Preparatory Commission, the NGO
Committee on the U.N. Decade for
Women, chaired by Esther Hymer,
conducted its second seminar, titled
"Preparing for the '80s," from August
27 to September 8.
The program included a reception for
the members of the Preparatory Com–
mittee and ^world conference Secreta–
riat, information on the NGO activities
and the 1980 conference, reports on the
implementation of the Plan of Action in
the five regions: Europe, western Asia.
Asia and Pacific. Latin America, and
Africa.
A number of speakers addressed the
participants, among them Lucille Mair,
secretary-general of the 1980 World
Conference, and her assistant. Marcella
Martinez; also Hclvi Sepila, assistant
secretary-general and chairperson of
the Centre for Social Development and
Humanitarian Affairs, who spoke
about the women's participation and
input in the Conference on Science and
Technology for Development held
recently in vienna, Austria.

Washington conference
A carefully planned conference on
the U.N. Decade for Women was called
by the Department of State on Septem–
ber 12 in Washington, D.C. The confer–
ence was organized by the Bureau of
Public Affairs, with ranking officers of
the government participating, to discuss
the U.S. preparation for the 1980
Women's Conference in Copenhagen.
The well-arranged program, reflect–
ing the involvement of the State Depart–
ment in women's problems, included
short talks by Hodding Carter ill,
assistant secretary for public affairs,
and Charles W. Maynes, assistant
secretary for international organiza–
tions affairs.

The administration was represented
by Sarah Weddington, assistant to the
president, who gave an informative
The seminar was concluded with the report on the preparations for the
adoption of recommendations which conference. A small delegation of about
listed the NGOs' principles and priori- 20 qualified persons will be selected by
ties in the areas of health, education the government and. acting upon its
and employment. By submitting them directives, will present the American
to the Preparatory Committee of the position papers in Copenhagen. The
conference, the NGOs plan and hope to preparations will be handled by the
influence the formulation of the plan of newly established U.S. Secretariat of
action in Copenhagen.
the conference with vivian Derek as its
Helen Prociuk presented her rccom– director.
mendations in the three areas which
"The Spirit of Houston" should be
were incorporated in the dratt. and a preserved, said Ms. Weddington, refer–
statement by Daria Stepaniak in regard ring to the 1977 American Women's
to the harsh working and living condi– Conference in Houston, where the 25
tions in labor camps in the USSR which resolutions, of the National Plan of
affect the health of Ukrainian prisoners Action, based on the principles of the
was favorably accepted and supported World Plan of Action of Mexico City
by other representatives.
1975. have been adopted by 2,000
The third NGO-sponsored semi– delegates. Position papers - now in
nar. "Preparing for the '80s." will take draft form - will be available for
place in New York. February 25-March review and comments, and relevant
7. 1980, parallel with the 28th session of input by NGOs and other organizations
the U.N. Commission on the Status of will be welcomed., .
(Continued on page 11)
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sals on how to increase the activity of
the supreme and branch officers in the
organizing campaign.
Mrs. Dushnyck suggested the utiliza–
tion in the present membership cam–
paign of the international Year of the
Child as proclaimed by the United
Nations.
Dr. Kuropas reported on this year's
Ukrainian Cultural Courses at Soyu–
zivka and proposed that a contest of
artistic ensembles, of youths be held in
Chicago as a trial venture which could
later be expanded to the national level.
Sen. Yuzyk reported on the Ukraini–
an Night which he has planned for
October 31 in the Canadian Parliament
and on his participation in the upcoming NATO Assembly to be held in
Ottawa on October 22-27.

UNA Executive...

Mr. Keybida said that the cost for
it was decided to continue negotia–
such a seven-day cruise would be S900. t ions on this matter in order to complete
Two hundred places would be reserved the index as soon as possible.
for the UNA and 10 percent of the total
mgs were attended by members of the
The Supreme Executive Committee
cost would be turned over to the UNA
Supreme Assembly.
also resolved several other related
for its Scholarship Fund.
8. Such meetings are planned for
matters, notably:
Toronto. Niagara, Shamokin. Detroit,
The supreme officers decided to
Boston, Baltimore; Buffalo, Troy,
' to urge UNA'ers to invest funds in
continue
exploring
the
proposal
and
to
Utica, Perth Amboy and Jersey City.
encourage UNA'ers to take advantage the UNA in the form of promissory
9. Events were held in observance of
notes
by pointing to the benefits of such
of such an offer.
the 85th anniversary of the UNA in the
an investment which is backed by the
following districts: New Jersey, Phila–
UNA's assets, and the guaranteed
Svobodaindex
delphia, Baltimore, Ailentown and
income from interest despite the un–
Cleveland. UNA Branch 347 in Mill–
steadiness of the financial market;
ville, N.J., also celebrated the jubilee.
in accordance with past convention
' the committee acknowledged the
10. The Organizing Department is in
resolutions about the need of indexing
constant contact with district commit–
all 86 volumes of Svoboda and 46 fact that Mr. Sochan and Mrs. Diachuk
tee officers and sends them monthly
volumes of The Weekly, Dr. Flis, Mrs. were engaged in talks with actuaries
letters and'statistics on the organizing
Diachuk and Mr. Dragan discussed regarding certain improvements - for
activity of their district. A letter was
with Prof. Dmytro Shothryn, president the benefit of the membership — in the
also mailed to all branch secretaries,
of the Society of Ukrainian Librarians UNA dividend payment system as well
balling on them to help end successfully
in America, Edward Kasinec, librarian as a review of needed adjustments in the
President's report
this jubilee year of the UNA.
at the Harvard Ukrainian Research certificates;
11. An organizing campaign is
The series of reports by supreme institute, and Bohdan Yasinky, a libra–
' the committee resolved the pro–
planned for the end of October in officers was concluded by Dr. Flis, who rian at the Library of Congress, the
blem of UNA representation at state
Montreal.
spoke about the ongoing negotiations possibility of compiling such an index. fraternal congresses where there are no
Mr. Orichowsky also listed a number for renting the unoccupied space in the
resident supreme officers or in cases
of proposals to aid the already initiated UNA Building, the Paulus Hook
They all agreed that since Svoboda,
fall organizing campaign during the apartment building which is administer– especially its early editions at the turn of When supreme officers are unable to
attend, in those cases the Supreme
jubilee year of the UNA, which has as its
the century, constitutes a valuable
goal the enrollment of 4,000 new mem– ed by the UNA and a Puerto Rican source of information on the Ukrainian Executive Committee will appoint the
community
organization,
the
UNA
representative on the basis of the district
bers. The proposals "covered such ideas
community in the United States and
as establishing additional organizing membership drive, community affairs Canada, such an index would be of committee's recommendation.
rewards for successful branch secre– and his representative functions.
After exhausting the agenda, Dr. Flis
Dr. Flis said that as UNA president great use to historians, archivists,
taries and organizers, a free week's stay
adjourned the meeting.
researchers.
at the Soyuzivka children's camp for he attended many district committee
newly organized children age 8 to 12 meetings and was invited to the White
(with the exception of those holding House reception for Pope John Paul 11.
Discussion followed each of the
certificates T-16 and TP-65).
Mr. Orichowsky also proposed that reports, with particular emphasis
placed
on new recommendations and
in districts where there is no permanent
organizer the district committee chair- proposals. After the discussions each
man or another officer should be given report was approved and many new
SYKESviLLE, Pa. - Michael 171. Mr. Lulka attended several UNA
the responsibility - for an appropriate proposals and recommendations were
Lulka, a charter member of UNA conventions as a delegate, in addition to
fee and coverage of costs - for the adopted.
Branch
401 and its long-time secretary, being involved in fraternal activities,
district's organizing work and that he
died Saturday, September 1. He was 85 Mr. Lulka gave Ukrainian language
Fraternal activity
should report on its progress at least
years old.
instruction to the children of the Bran–
iwice a month.
A separate point on the agenda of the
Mr. Lulka was born in 1892 in ch's members.
meeting was the proposed cruise from Pidhaitsi, western Ukraine, and came to
Surviving are his daughter, Mrs.
vice Presidents' reports
New York to Bermuda. Andrew Key– the United States before World War 1. Nadia Hamilton, stepson Myron Кок,
UNA vice Presidents Myron Kuro– bida. a UNA and community activist He joined the UNA in 1915 and subse– stepdaughter Mrs. Olha Kok-Kish, and
pas. Sen. Paul Yuzyk and Mary Dush– from Maplewood, N.J., who was asked quently helped found UNA Branch 401 near and distant relatives.
Funeral services were held Tuesday,
nyck reported mainly about their activi– by Dr. Flis to review the matter, was here. He became the Branch's secretary
ties as representatives of the UNA and invited to attend the meeting and and served in that post until July 1973 September 4, with the remains interred
when
the
Branch
merged
with
Branch
at
a cemetery in Reynoldsville, Pa.
present
his
findings.
presented their comments and propo–
(Continued from page i)

Michael Lulka, founder and former
secretary of UNA Branch 401, dies

New tasks require new efforts

Philadelphia District...

(Continued from paf,e 1)

2. For the representative of each UNA District which fulfills its quota
in the jubilee year membership campaign by 100 percent;
3. For one of the new UNA members (drawn in a lottery at the UNA
Main Office).
UNA'ers! Community members! We all realize the many difficulties
faced by our community in today's world which is torn apart by many
conflicts. There is no doubt that our enemy, the enemy of our people, is
trying to increase and even create these difficulties by giving us all
kinds of "homework" and artificially magnifying it. This is aimed
especially at our organized strength and our unity, which he fears
most, because our organized strength and unity and our joint efforts to
aid our people in their struggle and defense of their human and
national rights is one of the greatest obstacles to the genocidal threat
of the enemy. Through our organized strength and unity in the ranks of
the U N A we successfully met all challenges and overcame all
obstacles. The full success "of the present jubilee membership
campaign of the Ukrainian National Association can greatly
contribute to the solution of our internal problems, as has been the
case in the past, that is, it will be our most appropriate resort to enemy
threats, and by the same token, a justification of the hopes of our
brothers in Ukraine and our friends throughout the world.
UNA Supreme Executive Committee
John O. Flis
Supreme President

Myron Kuropas
Supreme vice President

Paul Yuzyk
Supreme Director for Canada

Mary Dushnyck
Supreme vice President

Walter Sochan
Supreme Secretary

Ulana Diachuk
Supreme Treasurer

Wasyl Orichowsky
Supreme Organizer
Jersey City, October 1979

Stefan Hawrysz, standing left, gives Dr. John O. Flis 56 new applications for
membership in the UNA. Seated, left and right, are Dr. Petro Stercbo and Petro
Tarnawsky.

At the conclusion Dr. Flis gave the
officers of the District Committee chairman Mr. Tarnawsky, secretary
vasyl
Kolinko,
treasurer lvan
Dankivskyand organizer Mr. Hawrysz
— a citation for successfully fulfil–
ling its 1978 organizing campaign, in

turn, Mr. Hawrysz gave Dr. Flis 56
applications for membership in the
UNA totalling 5200.000.
The banquet concluded after the Wry
Rev. Mitrat Basil Holowinsky recited
the benediction and the participants
sang the Ukrainian national anthem
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Sakharov Hearings...
(Continued from page 7)

poison of chauvinism, carried out by the
Soviet government, lead to the dehu–
manization of a section of the Russian
people, it makes them look down at the
non-Russians and think that anything is
permitted with respect to the nonRussians. However, the international
Sakharov Hearings do not wish to
consider this crime either.
The above-stated facts show that the
international Sakharov Hearings are
indifferent to the status of the nonRussians in the USSR and that they
do not wish to consider the violations of
the rights of the non-Russian nations
and the crimes committed against these
nations.
't
The international Sakharov Hear–
ings conduct themselves as an assem–
blage of Russian chauvinists trying to
prevent consideration of the right of
nations to self-determination, using as a
cover the alleged defense of human
rights. But if one takes away the right to
the absence of discrimination in the

sphere of language, culture and ecorio–
mics, if one takes away the right at least
not to listen to (he Soviet ravings about
the superiority of the Russians, about
great Russia and about the Russian
superiority in science, what remains
from these rights for the non-Russians?
Discussion by the international
Sakharov Hearings of the violation of
the rights of individual nationals with–
out any discussion of the question of the
violation of the rights of their nations,
as well as discussion of crimes only in
relation to very small peoples who do
not demand independence, without
discussing the crimes in relation to
bigger nations demanding indepen–
dence, to whom an overwhelming
majority of the victims of the Stalinist
terror belonged, amounts to demago–
guery.
if the international Sakharov Hear–;
ings do not change their attitude to–
ward the nations subjugated by the!
Moscow rulers, it must reckon with a
boycott on the part of these nations.
(The

end)
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Parisian composer visits North America

Composer Marian Kouzan, a Ukrainian from Paris, France, visited the Svoboda
editorial offices recently with Ms wife Huguette, sister Stephanie Hnizdovsky and
brother-in-law Jacques Hnizdovsky. The Kouzans are visiting the United States
and Canada, and Mr. Kouzan has already appeared in Montreal, Que., and
Toronto, Ont., with a program of his music and a talk. On Friday, October 12, the
composer was to appear with pianist Juliana Osinchuk at the Ukrainian institute of
America. Mr. Kouzan composes operas, opera-ballets, chamber musk and other
works. Among his works are "The Strange World of Jacques Hnizdovsky" (an
octet for clarinet, flute, string quartet and soprano which premiered in Strasbourg
on June 15) and "Constructor" (for piano), both inspired by the works of Mr.
Hnizdovsky. in the photo above are (from left): Svoboda editor Lubov Kolensky,
Huguette Kouzan, Marian Kouzan, Jacques Hnizdovsky and Stephanie
Hnizdovsky.

Al asks Moscow to release political prisoners
been beaten. The cells are moist with ; the ideals of peace and friendship, in
dampness and infested with mice. contrast to these ideals. Amnesty interpendence for their national group, in Prisoners are meted out a mere 2.000 national believes that, in anticipation of
recent years Lithuanians, Latvians, calories a day in rotten cabbage soup, the large number of foreign visitors to
Armenians, Estonians, Georgians. watery gruel and salty herring, yet their Moscow during the Olympic Games,
Russians, Byelorussians, Uzbeks, Cri– work requires 3,100 — 3,900 calories by your government has ordered the
mean Tatars and, most frequently,' World Health Organization standards. transfer of prisoners of conscience out
Ukrainians have been tried for ex- They are on a diet of measured starva– of prisons and psychiatric hospitals in
or near the Moscow area and into
pressing non-violent national views. tion.
distant areas. One potential effect of
Members of some national groups have
We appeal for an end to the con– these transfers is to conceal political
also been imprisoned for campaigning; Tinement and torture of prisoners of
specifically for the? right to emigrate' conscience in psychiatric hospitals. imprisonment and to prevent any, po–
(particularly Soviet Jews and volga Amnesty international knows of more tential contact, however indirect, be–
Germans) and for seeking permission to than 100 prisoners of conscience who tween these prisoners and the thousands
reside in their ancestral homeland have been forcibly confined to psy– of foreign visitors to Moscow during the
Olympic Games.
(Crimean Tatars).
chiatric hospitals since 1975 because of
the
non-violent
exercise
of
their
rights,
Since 1976 Amnesty international
Amnesty international believes that
has worked for the release of prisoners virtually anyone from any national, some prisoners' detention is being
of conscience who have been impri– religious, or social group who publicly prolonged until after the Olympic
soned for campaigning either indivi– criticizes your government's practices Games for similar reasons. Dr. My kola
dually or collectively for workers' rights is in danger of being certified as men- Plakhtoniuk, for example, a 42-yearand the establishment in the USSR of tally ill. Amnesty international is not old Ukrainian doctor now held in a
trade unions independent from the alone in condemning such abuses. The psychiatric hospital in Smila, central
state. By early 1978 at least five leaders World Psychiatric Association, at its Ukraine, was due to have his case
of the first unofficial trade union had 1977 congress in Honolulu, explicitly reviewed in February 1979. Theattend–
been confined in psychiatry hospitals, referred to the evidence of the syste– ing psychiatrist is reported to have told
in late 1978 another unofficial trade matic abuse of psychiatry for political him, however, that "until the Olympic
union was formed, and within three purposes in the USSR. Soviet citizens Games have taken place, there can be no
weeks one of its founders was similarly who have spoken out against the abuses rush in your case."
confined. Three other members were have been imprisoned on such charges
in addition. Baptists in the Moscow
later imprisoned. We regret that the j as "anti-Soviet slander." Some Soviet
Soviet government's reply to com– psychiatrists, Speaking for the state, area have been threatened with mass
plaints about the imprisoning of these have defended psychiatric confinement expulsion and forced resettlement at the
workers, voiced at an international as more "humane" than the harsh time of the Olympic Games.
Labor Organization meeting last Feb– winters in a corrective labor camp. We
in the hope that the Soviet govern–
ruary, was that they were based on "the reject any notion that punishing people
tendentious fabrications of Amnesty with excessive doses of pain-causing ment will respond to international
and disorienting drugs can be justified appeals. Amnesty international is
international."
either morally or medically.
launching an international campaign
today for the release of prisoners of
in June 1975 Amnesty international
We choose this time to make a conscience and for an end to the abuse
published its 154-page report "Pri–
soners of Conscience in the USSR: concerted public appeal because the of psychiatry for political purposes in
Their Treatment and Conditions." 62nd anniversary of the Soviet Revolu– the USSR. As is our practice in such
describing the cruel, inhuman and tion this autumn provides an opportu– campaigns, we shall address ourselves
degrading treatment of prisoners of nity for the Soviet government to fulfill not only to government authorities in
conscience in camps, prisons and psy– those articles of the Soviet Constitution the USSR but also to governments,
chiatric hospitals. Conditions of im– that are said by the Soviet government political parties, individuals and insti–
prisonment for prisoners of conscience to implement international instruments tutions around the world who are
in Soviet penal institutions remain of the United Nations concerning thought to have any capacity for per–
severe. We cite the example of the human rights, and specifically freedom suading your government to meet its
special regime corrective labor colony of expression, freedom of assembly, international human rights obligations.
in Mordovia. The political prisoners in freedom of religion, and freedom from We include among these institutions, of
this colony are forced to work at torture and other cruel, inhuman or course, the international Olympic
Committee and the various national
polishing glass for chandeliers. They degrading treatment or punishment.
Olympic committees in the countries
must work without the equipment
necessary to protect their lungs from
We also appeal now because the where Amnesty international has memglass dust and the industrial abrasives Olympic Games will be held next ben. We shall do so. not because we
that endanger their hearth. Prisoners summer in Moscow Official statements oppose the holding of the Olympic
are known to have died in recent years indicate that the Olympic Games will Games in Moscow (Amnesty lnterna–
from health hazards, including tubercu– demonstrate the extent to which the tional ;neither supports-nor -condemns
losis. Prisoners of conscience there have Soviet authorities govern according to boycotts of cultural events), but becaiise
^ A - S ^ h f t ^ i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 4 ^ " : г г ' : ' -' -– -:– -Х'л^., -У- ^.vi.,^ v w - А ^ Ж ^ ^ г ^ А ^ ^
(Continued front рзцс 1)

we regard the games, as we similarly
regarded the World Cup Soccer tourna–
ment in Argentina in 1978. as an
opportunity to inform international
public opinion and the many thousands
of visitors of the Olympic Games about
the reality of Soviet political imprison–
ment.
in April 1980 we shall publish a
revised and up-dated edition of our
1975 report on imprisonment in the
USSR, it will show that political impri–
sonment and related human rights
violations have continued over the past
five years. Your government has re–
peatedly denied that there is political
imprisonment in the USSR. When
Amnesty international and other orga–
nizations have asked for the release of
prisoners in the USSR who have been
imprisoned for the non-violent exercise
of their rights, your government has
invariably either ignored our appeals or
said that the prisoners named were
imprisoned for some other reason than
the exercise of their rights.
People imprisoned for writing about
human rights violations have been
labelled as criminals, renegades, trai–
tors, spies troublemakers, malcon–
tents. hooligans or parasites. People
imprisoned for urging autonomy or
opportunities for their nationalities,
your government has labelled bour–
geois nationalists, reactionaries, sowers
of enmity among the people of the
USSR. People imprisoned for teaching
religion to their children or printing
bibles have been labelled as archaic and
fanatical corrupters of souls. People
imprisoned for all such activity have
been labelled as mentally ill.
By international standards they^are
prisoners of conscience. We appeal for
their unconditional release. We appeal
for the abolition of the abuse of psy–
chiatry for political purposes. We
appeal to your government, in short, to
bring its practice regarding dissenters
into line with the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, with the obligations
undertaken by the Soviet government
in international law. with the model of
peace and friendship as presented in the
ideals of the Olympic movement and the
Helsinki Final Act. and. finally, with
the moral and political imperative to
secure fundamental rights and freedom
for every, citizen of your country. .
JiCiivi w
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Women's movement...

To choose

(Continued from рацс Я)

the moderators for the conference future delegation to Copenhagen the Miss Press at
The next speaker. Lynda Johnson were: George A. Dalley. deputy as– conditions in the labor camps in the So–
sistant
secretary for humanrightsand viet Union, the violation of human and annual ball
Robb, chairperson of the President's
Advisory . Committee for Women, social affairs. Bureau of international national rights, and the repressions
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. - The
voiced her strong support of the Equal Organizations Affairs: Pat Derian. against children and families of political seventh annual Ukrainian Press Ball
assistant. Bureau of Human Rights and prisoners, so that the problem is
Rights Amendment as a priority issue,
will
be held in the Crystal Ballroom of
Humanitarian Affairs; and Barbara included in the American position
as three more states are needed to
papers, in support of this request some the Benjamin Franklin Hotel on ChestGood. State Department officer.
achieve the ratification of the amend–
At the reception which followed. thousand leaflets, arranged by the nut and Ninth streets here Saturday,
ment to the Constitution.
Secretary of State Cyrus R. Уапсс came Women's Association for the Defense November 17. The ball is sponsored by
The daylong conference was attended to greet the large crowd of women de- of Four Freedoms for Ukraine, were the World Federation of Ukrainian
by some 80 persons from across the spite his busy schedule. The assistant distributed. The SFUZhO representa– Women's Organizations and the Asso–
country, mostly women representing secretory closed this memorable event tive, Mrs. Diachenko, read the state– ciation of Ukrainian Journalists in
various women's organizations. NGOs. with the assurance that the State De– ment of gratitude to President Jimmy America.
the media and public officials.
invitations have already been mailed
partment is supporting the conference Carter. Mr. vance and Zbigniew
it served as a forum to discuss the in Copenhagen and the advancement of Brzezinski for their roles in the release to all Ukrainian newspapers, magazines
issues presented by the panelists. The women and the implementation of of valentyn Moroz and other dissi– and other publications asking them to
speakers had an opportunity to express women's rights throughout the world.
take part in the ball and to enter their
dents.
their opinions and critical views as well
candidates for Miss Ukrainian Press
as recommendations with the hope that
1979.
Ukrainian participation
they will influence the action of the
The Press Ball will be emceed by
official delegation to the conference.
Ukrainian women in the free world Roman Schwed. Miss Press candidates
A group of Ukrainian women at–
Two major items commanded the most tended the three events, in New York have an obligation to be in Copenhagen will be introduced by Kwitka Semany–
attention, the composition of the U.S. meetings - at the U.N. and NGO: at the second global women's confer– shyn. Music will be provided by the
delegation to. Copenhagen and its Raissa Kudela, Helen Prociuk. Oksana ence. and, although not in an official "lzmarahd" orchestra.
position papers.
Candidates for Miss Press should
Shchur. Daria Stepaniak, Dora Rak; in capacity, they might have a chance to
The first panel was on the U . N . Washington: Stephanie' Bukshowany. present their statements and justified register with Miss Semanyshyn, 489
preparation for the Mid-Decade Con– Lydia Diachenko. Emilia Procinska. requests either at the NGO forum or at Richmond Ave., Maplewood, N.J.
ference with Marcella Martinez from Marta Terlecka, Anna Woch and the special meetings. They were in 07040, tel (201) 762-3154.
the U.N. Secretariat of the conference; Marta Kichorowsky from the Ukrai– Mexico City in 1975 and are remem–
Koryne Horbal, U.S. representative to nian National information Service.
bered for their activities: now they are
the Commission on the Status of Wo–
At the Washington conference, Mrs. preparing for the 1980s under the
men. who will lead the U.S. delegation Stepaniak, Miss Woch and Mrs. Pro– guidance of the World Federation of
to Copenhagen: and virginia Sauer– ciuk brought to the attention of the Ukrainian Women's Organizations.
85 увага of service
wein, chief of the NGO section at the
Economic and Social Council. The
3MC
ЗПС
""
" " fit
panelists gave information on the
FARLEY M O N U M E N T S
progress of preparations for the con–
"NOW SERVING"
У
ACADEMIC COURSES
ference by the Secretariat and Prepara–
The S M V C M M O Scentiftc Society M MfteАММим w шш Шгамми r m Owvtfvty, eiHi the
tory. Committee, the content of the
THE HOLY SP1R1T
cooperation of the ІЙгамім Educibonsl Council if UCCA, innoutiee
program and the possibility of some
UKRAINIAN CATHOLIC
controversial questions to be brought
THE CONTINUATION OF ACADEMIC COURSES
up in Copenhagen concerning refugees,
CEMETERY
Palestinian women, women prisoners,
FOR THE 1979 FALL SEMESTER
for information and Appointment
human rights, etc.
Classes in the following subjects will be held: Ukrainian Language and Literature, History, Ethnography,
JOHN R. FARLEY
Two other panels dealt with the
Journalism
Pedagogy,
Geography and Ukrainian lor English speaking students.
CAMPBELL HALL, N.Y. 10916
conference sub-themes, health, educa–
The aim of the studws is to prepare and raise the quamieations of Ukrainian teachers, as well as to
Telephone: (914) 294-5381
tion and employment, from the U.S.
and Third World perspectives.
You may register, as a credit student or as an auditor.

JOlN THE UNA

U.S. perspective: Representatives
from the departments of H E W and
labor analyzed the status quo of Ameri–
can women in the three areas, the
progress made, and the strategies pro–
jected in the departments to eliminate
discrimination
in employment, to
achieve women's equity in education, to
improve health and strengthen the
family. Again the question of the ERA
was introduced by Marjorie Chambers,
vice chairperson of the President's
Advisory Committee for Women, as
relevant to the issues, because by the
ratification of amendment many in–
equities would be eliminated.
Third World perspective: Egyptian.
lndian and African women panelists
transferred the audience into the Third
World problems, where economic,
social and political development of
women is still in the primal stage. From
the Third World perspective, where the
women are the "poorest of the poor" or
where the social, cultural or psycholo–
gical attitudes and prejudices present still unsurmountablc barriers, the 1980
conference should reach out tothcgTass
roots and their basic needs in the three
areas of health, education and employ–
ment. The development of women
depends in the first place on their
integration into the development of
their countries by participation in the
national economies. The input from the
forthcoming conferences of the regional
economic and social commissions in
Asia. Pacific. Africa and latin Ame–
rica. after reviewing the past activities
and mapping strategies for the future,
could influence the programming of the
conference. From the perspective of
poverty and social injustice, the issue of
"equality" for women has quite a differ–
enl sound.

j

REAL ESTATE
5 ROOM HOUSE FOR SALE
(All rooms on ground level), plus one car garage
in a small community approx 15 mi. N.W. ol
Altentown. Pa. Convenient.. Ukr. Cath. Church
within walking distance. Musi seH. Asking once:
S30,000.00. Tel.: (212) 256-0565

ФФФo–

:

Registration and aiiitiooal information can be obtained in the office of the Society: 102-304 Є. 13tt
St..llwTort.ll.r. 10014 from 9 a . . . to 5 p.m. Call (212) 929-7ШІ
'
Or by mail, give your
Nam.
:
Address and tel.
Subject of interest
Education
Classes will start on Friday. October 26, 1979, at 6 p.m. at the Society's halt.
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T. A . WOZN1AK,

M. D.

AND

J . W. S H E E H A N , M. D.
ARE PLEASED TO A N N O U N C E T H E A 8 S O C 1 A T 1 0 N O F

ROMAN J . DACZKEWYCZ,

M. D.

I N THE PRACTICE OF
ORTHOPEDIC

SURGERY

AT
l?ARK R1DGE O R T H O P E D 1 C S U R G E O N S , S . C .
401 TALCOTTROAD
PARK R1DGE, 1 L L 1 N 0 1 S 6 О О 6 8
OFFICE HOURS
BY APPOINTMENT

J
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TELEPHONE
828.2161
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Koch proclaims Slavic week in N.Y.C.' Fritz appointed...
K cinlini from page S)
(Continued

NEW YORK. NY.
The week of
October 15-21 was proclaimed Slavic
Culture Week here by Mayor Edward 1.
Koch. Herbert Rickman. special as–
sistant to the mayor, presented the
proclamation on behalf of the mayor at
brief ceremonies in the Blue Room at
City Hall on Monday. October 15.
The proclamation cited Slavic con–
tributions to the history and growth of
the United States and noted that "New
York, a multilingual and multicultural
city, has been the gateway for millions
of Slavic immigrants who came to lind a
better life and build a new nation."
The document also cited people of
Slavic descent for creating in New York

City "a vibrant community" and fost–
ering "the growth of the city as a center
of the arts, commerce, finance, diplo–
macy and industry."
The Slavic. Culture Week program
will be capped by the Sunflower Ball on
Saturday. October 27. at the Biltmore
Hotel, Madison Avenue and 43rd
Street. Tickets are S35 per person. For
information contact Tatiana Tcrsha–
kovec at (212) 289-5347 or lreneStecura
at (212) 860-3891.
Among the celebrities attending the
Sunflower Ball will be two recent Soviet
defectors. Leonid and valentina
Ko7lov.

Miamians hold Ukrainian village Dance
by Hanya Maksymowich
МІЛМІ. Fla.
The Ukrainian
American Club of Miami started its
1979 fall season with a Ukrainian
village Dance on Saturday. October 6.
The highlight of the dance was the
Mrs. Ukraine 1979contest, the first of
its kind and very successful. Fourteen
contestants entered and competed in
three categories: costume and poise,
dance competition, and pyrohy-making

(judged by the number and quality of
pyrohy made in 60 seconds).
Stefa Wahutkewich of Miami Beach
received the winner's trophy, with Anna
Ko?yra and Lucia Wenglowskyj first
and second runners-up.
Miami's popular band, the McKays,
provided the music for the dance, and
Ukrainian food was served from the
kitchen throughout the evening.

UCCA Washington news
" Revista. the official publication of
the College for the inter-American
Defense, carries in its current issue a
lengthy article by UCCA President Dr.
Lev Dobriansky on "The USSR–^ The
Last Remaining Major Empire." With
essential supportive evidence the article
emphasizes the empire context of the
USSR. A map accompanies the article
showing Ukraine and the other captive
non-Russian nations in the empire.
Except for Cuba, the publication circu–
lates among all Latin American coun–
tries.
' On September 10. the UCCA
President and Mrs. Dobriansky at–
tended a reception in honor of Chief
Justice Hector MacDonald of Zim–
babwe Rhodesia. The reception was
tendered by Admiral John S. McCain.
Jr.. former commander of our Pacific
Reel. The UCCA president impressed
on the chief justice the captive nations
concept for southern Africa. He requested that material be sent to him.
interesting conversations were had with
Sens. Tower of Texas and Haya–
kawa of California, former Sen.
George Murphy of California, Admiral
Burke, the Media moderator Martha
Roundtree and many others who at–
iended the select reception.

' The institute for the Study of
Conflict in London has released a
directory on international institutes in
the Field of. Conflict Studies which
designates the UCCA president as the
head of one of the institutes. For the
past four years the UCCA president has
served as the president of the American
Council for World Freedom in which
the UCCA participates. ACWF publi–
cations are listed in the directory. Other
institutes include the American Security
Council, the institute for Sino-Soviet
Studies and about a dozen others with
which relationships have been main–
tained.
' On September 19, the UCCA
president developed extensive views to
the Republican presidential candidate.
Philip M. Crane on issues dealing with
U.S.-USSR relations. SALT 11. EastWest trade, the captive nations and so
forth. The assistance on issues stressed
the inability of our leaders and associ–
ated academics to understand that the
USSR is itself a primary empire and
also the synthetic-genetical analysis of
captive nations thought. The leading
contender. Ronald Reagan, has already
shown direct interest in these matters.
We expect more in the future.

READ THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
H E L P WANTED

Police Chief John Fritz meets two Ukrainian American rookie cops, Walter
Zalisko, left, and Michael Dawybida.
deputy chief (December 1969) and
finally chief.
He attended Delhanty institute of
Police Science, the John Jay College of
Criminal Justice. St. Peter's College
and Rutgers University, from where he
received his bachelor's degree.
Born in Jersey City on May 27. 1925.
Chief Fritz has been a life-long resident
of that city. He is a parishioner of Ss.
Peter and Paul Ukrainian Catholic
Church and he and his family belong to
UNA Branch І7І.
Among the 60 men and women who
received their police badges that morn–
ing where two local Ukrainian Ameri–
cans. Walter Zalisko, 23. and Michael
Dawybida. 22. both graduates of Ss.
Peter and Paul Ukrainian Catholic
School.
Mr. Zalisko attended Dickinson
High School. Jersey City State College
and the State Police Academy. He was a
detective for the New Jersey State
Corrections Department.
Mr. Dawybida is a graduate of St.
Peter's Prep and Ramapo College, from

where he received his bachelor's in
psychology degree.
Both of them will serve still an eightweek training period at different pre–
cincts in the city's four wards before
getting their permanent assignments.
Present at the ceremony where many
local Ukrainian Americans, among
them the families of Chief Fritz, his
wife. Antoinette, and son John Jay; the
parents of Mr. Dawybida, his father,
George, and mother. Marion, and the
wife of Mr. Zalisko. Patricia Helen.
Also present were UNA Supreme Offi–
cer. President Dr. John O. Flis, Secre–
tary Walter Sochan, Organizer Wasyl
Orichowsky and Supreme Auditor Dr.
Bohdan Futey. and the Rev. Theodore
Danusiar. pastor of Ss. Peter and Paul.
Following the ceremony the Ukrai–
nian Community Center on Fleet Street
hosted a reception for. Chief Fritz, at
which were present several of his colleagues from the police department and
over 150 local Ukrainians.

About whole life insurance
(Continued fro-i page 6)

such circumstance would depend on the
member's needs and expectations at
such time.
We can readily see the savings feature
in whole life insurance, it forces the
member to save through systematic
payment of premiums. Most people
would find it difficult, if not impossible,
to save the amount of the cash surrender
value which is accumulated in any given
number of years. At the end of 20 years
a member could receive refund of every
dollar paid by him during 20 years and
receive a little profit to boot, after
having provided his family with S 10.000
life insurance coverage during the entire
20 years.
But the Ukrainian National Associa–
tion is not only in the insurance busi–
ness. it is the oldest and the largest
Ukrainian fraternal brotherhood, its
actions during the past 85 years of its
existence speak loader than words. The
Ukrainian National Association is
largely responsible for the organiza–

tional status of our Ukrainian com–
munity throughout the United States
and Canada. The Ukrainian National
Association publishes our daily newspaper. Svoboda. our weekly newspaper. The Ukrainian Weekly, and a
magazine for children, "v"eselka." The
UNA cares for its members and the
entire Ukrainian community, it aids all
of our institutions, our churches, our
national organizations. Aid to mem–
bers. scholarships to needy students,
cultural courses and camps for children,
summer resort for members and...well,
you name it. if it is good for Ukrainians,
the UNA has a hand in it.
Your membership and the membership of your children in the Ukrainian
National Association will enable us to
do even more for all Ukrainians. ,
Join us at this time and help us
celebrate our 85th anniversary. For
information telephone (201) 451-2200.
Organizing Department

MACHINIST
N 7 C - C7N7C OPERATORS
Machining Centers, immediate opportunities. Day or night shift
Top wages ft steady overtime, liberal benefits.

КОСТЮМІВКА „ЛІСОВИХ ЧОРТІВ"

CALL (201) 754-6565

Субота, 17-го листопада 1979 року, початок о год. 9-ій вечора
Українська Централя, гдо Hope Avenue. Пассейк, Н. Дж.

ATTENT10N: A. T0R1B10

ECO PUMP CORP.
2387 South Clinton Avenue a South Plainfield, NJ. 07080
An Equal Opportunity Employe!

іШ

Оркестра „Темпо"
Вступ ja.00. а костюмі S4.00 ' Стопи замовляти н телефон: (Г(2) 497-2294

упгр^пя^иа
лШ^^і'ЛШ?
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1979 UNA scholarship recipients
S100

SJ00

Janice Fenchak
Janice, 19, is majoring in accounting
and minoring in management at Towson State University. The Luthervi!le,
Md., resident is a graduate of Towson
Senior High School, and she attended
Essex. Community College before
enrolling at Towson State. She is a
member of St. Michael's Ukrainian
Catholic Church and UNA Branch 320.
Janice helped on the Maryland Uk-rai–
nian Education Association's book
project, "Ukrainians of Maryland."

George Foty
George, 24, is a student at the McGill
University Dental School, where he
was awarded the McConnell Scholarship Prize. He holds a diploma of
col!egial studies and a B.S. in anatomy
from McGill. George is a member of
Plast, the "Ukraine" sports club and
the McGill University Ukrainian Stu–
dents Union. He graduated from the
School of Ukrainian Subjects. George is
a member of UNA Branch 434.

Daria Kochanskyj

Twenty-year-old Daria of Brooklyn,
N.Y., is majoring in business adminis–
tration and minoring in accounting at
Bclmont Abbey College in North Caro–
lina. She is a graduate of St. George
Academy. Daria is a member of
SUM-A, TUSM and the Ukrainian
Student Hromada. She is also a mem–
ber of UNA Branch 293.

viadimir Kowal
Thirty-year-old viadimir, a native of
Lyons, France, is majoring in
geology and minoring in geography at
Hunter. College in New York. The
Brooklyn, N.Y., resident is a graduate
of Haaren High School, viadimir is a
member of SUM-A and UNA Branch
158.
;r.–. ч: jn^in-vv,
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Melanie Kupchynsky
Melanie. 17, of East Brunswick. N.J.,
is a freshman majoring in violin and
music education at the New England
Conservatory of Music in Boston,
Mass. The East Brunswick High School
graduate performs at many concerts
and teaches violin. She was the winner
of the Garden State Philharmonic
Society Young Artist Solo Competition
and one of nine finalists in the American
String Teachers' Association National
Solo Compction. Melanie is a member
of UNA Branch 233.

irene Fuga
Twenty-one-year-old irene is major–
ing in business and minoring in Spanish
at West Chester State College. She was
born in Poland and now resides in
Phoenixville, Pa. lrenc is a member of
SUM-A and the Ss. Peter and Paul
Church choir. She is a graduate of the
School of Ukrainian Subjects, irene is a'
member of UNA Branches 321, 269and
455.

Taras Dijak
Taras, 17, is a freshman at the Uni–
versity of Lowell in Lowell, Mass.,
where he is majoring in electrical
engineering and minoring in Ukrainian
studies. The Stoughton, Mass., resident
is a graduate of Stoughton High School
and the S c h o o l ^ Ukrainian Subjects,
and he attended Harvard University's
Ukrainian courses. Taras is a member
of ODUM, the Ukrainian Orthodox
Youth League, the Ukrainian Student
Hromada of Boston and UNA Branch
238.

Lesia Kusen
Nineteen-year-old Lesia was born
and raised in Philadelphia, Pa. She is
working toward an associate's degree in
the office assistant program at Peirce
Junior. College in Philadelphia. She
wants to become a legal secretary. Lesia
is a graduate of Cardinal Dougherty
High School. She is also a member of
UNA Branch 83.
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victor Lapychak
victor, 22, will begin work toward a
master's degree in public administration
in January at Rutgers University in
Newark, N.J. He holds a B.A. in
political science from Rutgers. The
lrvington, N.J., resident is a member of
the SUSTA executive board, Plast, the
"Chornomortsi" Plast unit, the "Chor–
nomorska Sitch" sports club, and the
Ukrainian Student Hromada of Newark. He is a graduate of Seton Hall Prep
and the School of Ukrainian Subjects,
victor is a member of UNA Branch 27.

Andrew Mazar
Andrew, 17, of Palatine, ill., wants to
be a physician. He is majoring in
biology and minoring in biochemistry
at Loyola Universityt where he is in the
honors program. Andrew is a graduate
of William Frcmd High School and the
School of Ukrainian Subjects. He is a
member of S U M–A, the Dnipro chorus,
and the
immaculate . Conception
Church choir. He is also a member of
UNA Branch 131.

Christine Medycky
Christine, 21, is a resident of lsling–
ton, Ont. She is enrolled in the honors
program at the University of Toronto
and is majoring in international rela–
tions and minoring in French. Christine
would-like a career in government
service or law. She is a graduate of St.
Joseph's High School and a member of
Plast.. Christine is also a member of
UNA Branch 432.

Ann Litwinsky
Eighteen-year-old Ann was born in
Liverpool, England, and now resides in
Scranton. Pa. She is working toward an
associate's degree at Pennsylvania State
University, where she is majoring in
business administration and minoring
in accounting. Ann is a graduate of
Scranton High School. She is a member
of UNA Branch 123.

John Obleschuk
Nineteen-year-old John of Allentown, Pa., is a sophomore majoring in
history at Muhlenberg College. He
wants to become a history writer. John
is a graduate of Louis E. Dieruff High
School and is president of St. Mary's
Ukrainian Orthodox Church Altar Boy
Society. He is also a member of UNA
Branch 147.

Myron Luszczak
Twenty-year-old Myron is majoring
in economics and minoring in finance at
Northern illinois University. The Pala–
tine, ill., resident is a graduate of
Palatine High School and the School of
Ukrainian Subjects. Myron is a member
of SUM-A and UNA Branch 131.

Anna Maksymowich
Anna, 21, of Miami Beach, Fla., is
majoring in math and minoring in
education at Florida international
University. She wants to become a
junior or senior high school math
teacher. Anna holds an A.A. in math
trom Mtami-Dade Community . Col–
lege. She is a member of the Ukrainian
American Club of Miami, theAssump–
tion Church choir, the Ukrainian
Dancers of Miami, the Ukrainian
Student Hromada of Miami and UNA
Branch 368. Anna attended the Ukrai–
nian Cultural Courses at Soyuzivka.
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Christine Pekar
Nineteen-year-old Christine is ma–
joring in fashion design and minoring in
textile technology at the Fashion lnsti–
tutc of Technology in New York City.
She is a member of the Osencnko
Ukrainian Dance Group, TUSM. St.
viadimir's Youth Group and the church
choir. The Hicksville, N.Y.. resident is
also a member of UNA Branch 267.
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Halya Petryk
Eighteen-year-old Halya of Levit–
town. Pa., is a freshman at Rider
College of Rutgers University where she
is majoring in business administration
and minoring in dance. She is a gradu–
ate of Woodrow Wilson High School
and the School of Ukrainian Subjects
and was a member of the National
Honor Society. Halya is a member of
the "voloshky" Ukrainian dance en–
semble. The UNA Branch 362 member
was crowned Miss Soyuzivka 1980.

Theodore Shatynski
Theodore, 19, of Hillside, N.J., is a
sophomore majoring in engineering at
the New Jersey institute of Technology.
He is a member of the League of
Ukrainian. Catholic Youth, the Holy
Name Society and a newly formed
dance group in lrvington. He was
valedictorian of his graduating class at
St. Basil Prep in Stamford, Conn.
Theodore is a member of UNA Branch
43.
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Leah Petryk
Eighteen-year-old Leah was born and
raised in Levittown, Pa. She is a freshman majoring in business administra–
tion and minoring in dance at Rider
College of Rutgers University in Law–
renceville, N.J. She is a member of the
"voloshky" Ukrainian dance ensemble.
Leah graduated from the School of
Ukrainian Subjects and Woodrow
Wilson High School where she was a
member of the National Honor Society.
She is a member of"tlNA Branch 362.

Timothy Shepelak
Eighteen-year-old Timothy of North
Charleroi, Pa., is majoring in account–
ingand minoring in computer science at
lndiana University of Pennsylvania. He
was salutatorian of his graduating class
at Charleroi Area High School and was
a member of the National Honor So–
ciety. Timothy is a member of St.
Mary's Ukrainian Orthodox. Church
choir and UNA Branch 109. '

Andrew Sheremeta
Andrew. 16, of Willowdale. Ont., is
majoring in math and science and
minoring in history at St. Basil the
Great College in Weston. Ont.. Andrew
is a member of the Ukrainian Catholic
Youth Club, and St. viadimir's dance
group, youth choir, altar boy club and
venturers. He is also a member of UNA
Branch 432.

Chrystyna Rakoczy

Chrystyna, 21. of Philadelphia, is
majoring in biology and minoring in
Russian at LaSallc College and is a
member of the college's Ukrainian
Club. Chrystyna is a member of Plast
and its "Pershi Stezhi" unit, and is a
graduate of the School of Ukrainian
Subjects, the Ukrainian Music institute
and Philadelphia High School for Girls.
She is a member of UNA Branch 105.

Oksana Scheremeta
Eighteen-year-old Oksana of Jersey
City, N.J.. is studying to become a
lawyer's assistant at the Taylor Business
institute in Paramus, N.J. She is a
graduate of the School of Ukrainian
Subjects and Lincoln High School
where she was a member of the National
Honor Society. Oksana is a member of
SUM-A and the"ChornomorskaSitch"
sports club. She is also a member of
UNA Branch 70.
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Hryhori Spycia
Hryhori, 21, of Rochester, N.Y., was
born in Curitiba. Brazil. He is majoring
in psychology and business economics
at the State University. College in
Oneonta, NY., and wants to become a
lawyer. Hryhori is a member ofODUM
and the Cheremosh Ukrainian dance
group and is a graduate of Charlotte
High School. He is also a member of
UNA Branch 89.
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Sharon Strawniak
Nineteen-year-old Sharon of Nor–
ridgc, ill. is a junior at Millikin Univer–
sity in Decatur, ill, where she is major–
ing in biology. She wants to become a
physical therapist. Sharon was valedic–
torian of her graduating class at Ridgewood High School and was a member
of the National Honor Society. She is a
member of the St. Joseph Ukrainian
Catholic Church choir and UNA
Branch 22.

irate Zawadiwsky
Eighteen-year-old lrenc of Parma,
Ohio, is a sophomore majoring in
chemical engineering at Cleveland State
U niversity. She is a member of Plast, its
volleyball team, the St. Josaphat choir
and the Young Bandurtsts School. lrenc
is a graduate of the School of Ukrainian
Subjects and Nazareth Academy. She is
a member of UNA Branch 240.

J aroslav Zawadiwsky

Sonia Sydorowicz

Twenty-two-year-old Jaroslav of
Parma, Ohio, is a senior at Cleveland
State University where he is majoring in
accounting. He is a graduate of Padua
Franciscan High School and the School
of Ukrainian Subjects. Jaroslav is a
member of Plast and the Ukrainian
Council on Human Rights. The Cleve–
land native is also a member of UNA
Branch 240.

Twenty-year-old Sonia of Buffalo,
N.Y.. is majoring in art and minoringin
education at Daemen College in
Amhcrst, NY. She graduated from
McKinley vocational High School with
a diploma in advertising art. Sonia is a
member of the St. Mary's Ukrainian
Orthodox Church folk dance ensemble
and teaches Sunday school. She is also a
member of UNA Branch 299.

Bohdan Zawadowycz
Bohdan. 20. a Philadelphia native, is
majoring in electrical engineering at
Rutgers College of Engineering in New
Brunswick, N.J. Previously he attended
Rutgers-Newark where he was a
member of ihe Scarlet Raiders
volleyball team. Bohdan is a graduate of
Central High School and the School of
Ukrainian Subjects. He is a member of
Plast, its "Khrestonostsi" unit, the
"Tryzub" sports club, the Ukrainian
Student Hromada and UNA Branch
153.

Leo Tysak
Eighteen-year-old Leo, a Philadel–
phia. Pa., native, is a freshman at
Temple University where he is majoring
in pharmacy and minoring in com–
puters. He is a graduate of Northeast
Catholic High School for Boys where he
was a member of the National Honor
Society. Leo is a member of SUM-A,
the League of Ukrainian Catholics and
UNA Branch 268.

Olga Wasichko
Eighteen-year-old Olga of Carteret,
N.J., is a freshman at the Rutgers
School of Nursing in Newark, N.J., and
works as a hospital volunteer. She
graduated from Carteret High School
and was a member of its Ukrainian
Club. Olga is a member of SUM-A and
the Ukrainian dance groups of SUM-A,
St. Demetrius Church and Maplewood.
She is a member of UNA Branch 209.

lhor Zwarycz
lhor. 24. of Yonkers, N.Y., is working
toward an M.B.A. in accounting at
Pace University. He holds a B.A. in
political science and East European
area studies from Manhattan College,
and is a graduate of Sacred Heart High
School, lhor is active in SUM-A,
TUSM. SUSTA, CeSUS, the American
Friends of the Anti-Bolshevik Bloc of
Nations and the Organization for the
Defense of Four Freedoms for Ukraine.
He is also a member of UNA Branch
194.

